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.. ~ubj~c~~v~ evaZdaii:6h d~ ap~i:,g~e}i ~iJpoh < .. ··· ·· ...... . . . . 
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.· .. :···.;;.I_ .... JEWISH OBSERVER.. Naturally, vve can not our
.· selves objectively evaluate our efforts in our first: year; 
:for this "\.Ve look t:o our readers. Nevertheless, those 
.. of us who produce THE OBSERV'ER. feel the need for 
... a bit: of self-analysis as well as a progress report t:o 
· our readers- . . .. 

...... . . A pubUcat:ion. has a body an.d a ·"'soul. .. Its physical 
· · .. :aspects are most: evident. to t:he read.er and it:s phys ical 

. . needs more pressing to its publishers. 'Yet it is the 
··•soul that gives meaning to the body and ult:imat:ely, the 

· beauty of the soul---or the la.ck of it:--reveals itself 
in the. body -

.·Let us begin t:l:ien, with t:he "'soul" ·of TH£ 'OBSERVER. 
We came int:o being t:o meet: a pressing need: to 

.. ·.. ·art:icula.te the voice of an Orthodoxy silent: for too 
· man.y years- In the course of these years, a distorted 
· image of Orthodox Judaism grew and a Jewish Esta b
lishment: arose composed of an alignment of non.

· .. ···;orthodox secularist: groupings, which. by it:s essence is 
.-·.hostile to Torah Judaism. Jewish communal st:ruc
. . tures, nationally and loca.Jly, became the stronghold of 

· • : .. this hostilit:y and t:he :network of public relations 
·facilities , newspapers and magazines, generally every 
·area of communication, echoed and reflected t:he ant:i

··Orthodox bias_ 

.· .· . . ·r o ·rcih renlli.ssa;,,c·~· 
< ~n ~ea.~ .. i~g i.o ihe weakeried positions of Orthddoxy, 

.. .'·ou·r Jeaders, vvit:h the wisdom and experience of the 
· J"ewish past:, set: themselves to the sacred t:ask of build
. i:ng institutions and c e nters of Torah, generating a 

· ... renaissance o:f To.:-<.•h, that only one blessed with a 
... perfect faith could have dreamed to be possible_ Yet:, 

· ::vvhile .t:his :new st.rengt:h--and dig:nit:y-o:f Orthodoxy 
·has .. had "Widespread results, manifest in .American 

· .·· · .":·.metropolitan areas and small communities alike, vve 
.. :now find ourse lve .. s '""it"hout: t:he media of mass com

. ·mu.nication '"\.Vhich are vital to furthering the Torah 
renaissance. The "Ang-Jo-Jewish press," particularly 

··.·in areas removed J:roin large cities, is the only source 
· ·. o:f Jewish news_ It provides lit:t:le for the Orthodox 
· · reader while it reint:orce s the indifference and hostility 

:to Torah Judaism of the non-Orthodox reader. 
...... · The establishment: of a secular st:ate in the Fl:oly 
· .. ·Land has created new prob.lems for Torah Je'\IVry. As 

Orthodoxy grows and asserts .it:sel:f more strongly· in 
Israel, the opposition. t:o Torah by t:he secula rist:s stif-

. ·. :· ..... ··. 

·····•·> 

·of :news out: of 1:he country, .American. Jewry is given 
a t: best a one-sided picture of 1:he kulLurkarnpf raging 

·· in Israel. . In most: c a ses the positions and demands 
of Orthodoxy are distort:ed. . . .· . .·· 

As a result of this news :management:; .•.the·· average· 
·· .American J e w is not: equipped t:o react: intelligently to 
.the f a st-moving developments in Isi:-ael which vvill shape 

·· ·'the future of the :I-I:oly L a nd and the f uture .of our 
.. '. entire people. In. the abs en.ce of: object ive report:in.g 
·· <>f Orthodoxy, .. the releases and canned " news" dis
. tributed in p r ofusion. by the Establishme nt: monopolize 
· the moldi ng of Jewish publ ic opinion. 

· ·· · ci~r ;~rpOse ···· · 
'T~E ;E:wI~~ o~sJ?.kvi.:~ ~~~~ i~to being to corre ct:, 

· in some measure, this horrible imba lance ; to offer t:o 
··. the <~rthodox Jew a clear picture of the realit:y .ot' 
Jewish Jif'e today; and for t:he non.-commit:t:ed Jew t:<> 
a rticulate ane w and in. the American idiom, the ·et:ernal 

··values of Torah which have been. perve r t ed by thos e 
v;.:ho wou!d perform the impossible task of bringing 

· .Judais n::i "int:<> step with the times." . . .. . ..... 
It: i s our purpose to expose those who ·spea k ·in ihe · 

·name of the Jewish people, who have themse lves re
jected all that is sacred to us. In. the proce ss o f setting 

: aside the binding authority of the Torah. they have 
shaken the foundations of their own Jewis hnes s, a 

··tragic f'act: some serious thinkers a mong the secularis·t:·s 
.... are slowly coming to r ecognize. As a w r iter has ob

.. · .. served : .. 'You may free a tiger of his bars , but: do not: 
.attempt: t:o free him of his . .st.ripes, .. for he will cease 

·: to be a t:iger-" The Jewish champions of "'freedom" ... 
. have in their zealousness freed themselves of t:he··· 
.shackles of Torah, but: in throwing off their " s t.ripes 

·•· they h a ve :treed themselves of t:heir Jewishnes s." . 
· It h as been said by our friends and cha rged by ·cnir · 
·<=ritics that: vve h a ve cverempha.siz ed the " di.ffere:n.ces" 
among Jews; that: we have been. too polemical, .. t:oo ... · .. 

. carping, too negati ve. We have tried, we will "try 
h .arde r i:n the future, to ba.la.n.ce our nega tiveness with 

:. .'Je"\.vish vvarmth and vvith accentuation. of the many 
.. ·positive .aspects i.n Jewish life today. Yet:, to the 

:charges of our critics an.d friends, · we plead guilty . . . _ 
.with an explanation.. . . · · .· :. · 
· . For too long the Jewish .Est:a.blishtn.ent has ·spoken· 
.fo'r .. the total Jewish community." .. Jewish positions" 

.. on. major issues confronting the .people of .America 
·:1 .. ave been. based on. a. most rigorous st:udy of the la.test: 

. ... :·.:· .. ·.· 

.. ·.: .. ·· 



advances in the social sciences, with little concern for 
the light that Tcrnh sheds on every area of human 
life. 

WITH THIS BACKGROUND OF DISTORTION, IT BECAME 

the )ot of THE JEWISH OBSERVER, as it is the duty of 
all thinking Jews, to shout NO! ... when all around 
us are shouting YES!; to shout YES!-in the name of 
Torah-when others are saying NO. 

The emperor has no clothes 
It is not pleasant to be negative; one tires of pro

claiming: The emperor has no clothes! Maintaining 
an offensive against own's feUow Jews in a world 
where external hostility to the Jew is still rampant, is 
a trying, and sometimes dangerous experience. Let us 
examine this dilemma without passion ... but there's 
the rub ... who can stand by calmly while the eternal 
truths of our Heritage are twisted and contorted out 
of shape, and the empty, shapeless hull is presented 
to our brothers as "Judaism"? No Jew whose soul 
was present when the Torah was revealed on Har Sinai, 
dare shrug his shoulders and say, "[ don't want to 
get involved." 

No appeals for Ahavas Yisroel, no re-wnt1ngs of 
Jewish history, no attacks against Orthodox separa
tionists can conceal the fact that it was the revisers 
and reformers of Judaism who cut themselves off from 
the continuity of Jewish peoplehood, thereby creating 
the painful rift which they now so sadly bemoan. 

There have been differences of opinion within Juda
ism in the past, at times resulting -in sharp conflict, 
within the confines of allegiance and commitment to 
the axiom of Torah Min Hasho1nayim, the unswerving 
belief in the Divine origin of the Torah. Out of these 
differences, L'shabn Shomaybn, Judaism came out 
strengthened and refreshed, as in the case of Chassidus 
which today manifests its influence on even the most 
incorrigible Misnaged. 

There were also, tragically, those who rejected Torah 
n~ a whole or chose to cut it off from the life-giving 
Torah Sheb'al Peh (the Oral Law) and who for a time 
made the pretense of being a legitimate expression of 
Judaism. But, as the human organism rejects alien 
bodies and ejects them lest they destroy it, so too did 
the body of Israel cast out these alien ideologies which 
jeopardized its life. 

Two-party system? 
In our day, such groups have temporarily entrenched 

themselves in the structure of Jewish life, bringing 
havoc and confusion to our people. Some within 
Orthodoxy have sought to make peace with the dis
torters, suggesting a Jewish counterpart of the "two
party system," and application of Ahavas Yisroel, but 
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time and harsh experience have confirmed the sober 
judgement of those who insisted from the beginning 
that a greater measure of Ahavas Yisroel dictates that 
we separate ourselves from those who would separate 
Israel from its Torah and its G-d. 

It is the purpose of THE JEWISH OBSERVER to 
utilize the power of the printed word and the highest 
standards of journalism (this is a goal not a claim) 
to project classical Judaism on the American Jewish 
scene and to insure-not a Judaism that will "survive" 
-but a Torah that will live. 

Now, A LOOK AT THE BODY OF THE OBSERVER. 
The body of any publication is its financial structure; 
the means whereby it maintains its soul, or in the 
idiom, the means of keeping body and soul together. 
A critic of the American press (George Marion, STOP 
THE PRESS! New York/1953) has noted that while 
the Constitution provides for a free press, it does not 
provide the huge sums of money necessary for excer
cising this freedom. He has estimated that it would 
cost $25,000,000 (in 1953--dollars) to get out the 
first issue of a newspaper to compare with The New 
York Times. However modest the goals of a new 
publication (our's are considerably more modest) the 
costs of entering the publishing field are considerable, 
particularly in the face of the large sums of money 
avallablc to the Jewish Establishment. 

Of necessity, THE JEWISH OBSERVER has had to be 
subsidized to enable it to come into being, but the 
funds available arc extremely limited. To achieve its 
purposes and to survive the crucial early years of pub
lication, it must merit and receive the support of every 
Jew committed to truth and integrity in Jewish life. 
Ultimately THE OBSERVER must achieve financial in
dependence as a result of a growing number of sub
scribers and an increasing volume of advertising. (It 
should be noted that while we must disclaim respon
sibility for the Kashrus of products advertised in our 
columns, like any other responsible publication and 
by the nature of our objectives, we must be most 
~elective in determining what products or services are 
offered to our readers.) 

Progress toward our objectives 
At the completion of our first year of publication 

we can report that we have made progress in moving 
toward our objectives. Our subscription list is growing 
daily and judging from the letters from our readers 
they are pleased with what we are doing. Letters 
from critics indicate that we are being taken seriously; 
an important factor in a field where the "morgue" 
contains more than old newspaper clippings. 

/\ growing number of advertisers are coming to ap
preciate the valuable assistance that we can offer them 



ty exposing their commercial announcements to our 
many 1 enders who have proven to be quite responsive 
to those who advertise in THE OBSERVER. They have 
also found that our selective policy has added to the 
prestige of their product. 

As ,we enter our second ·year we turn to our readers 
for support in the following ways: 

• .Let us hear from you. Your reactions to our 
publication are vital to our work. We welcome your 
critical letters as well as words of praise. 

• Renew your subscription now, so that we may 
continue to be able to send you THE JEWISH OBSERVER. 

Enter subscriptions for your relatives and friends and 
if you know someone who has not seen THE OBSERVER, 
send us the person's name and address and we will 
mail a .ample copy. 

• If you are in business, take advantage of bring
ing your product or service to the attention of our 
responsive readership, by advertising with us. 

We hope that we have merited your support in our 
first year and we pray that we will grow in the years 
to come and contribute in some measure to the glory 
of G-d and His Torah. 

Y. !. 

INTEGRATION IN ISRAEL 
Sephardim and Ashkenazim - A neglected call for unity 

Nathan Bulman 

IN THE CURRENT VOCABULARY OF JEWISH DISCOURSE 
"unity" is surely among the most popular of words. 
There is likewise hardly a term in our lexicon which 
is as "mean" as "disunity." Classic Jewish doctrine 
is instantly invoked in favor of the former and in 
castigation of the latter. When our non-Orthodox 
brethren wish to exorcise Orthodoxy, they bedeck 
themselves in the .feathers of glorious "unity" and hurl 
at: us-as their most potent weapon-the charge that 
we favor disunity. 

It must be admitted that when the surrounding 
atmosphere is as conforn1ist as ours is, and in a society 
whose academic orientation and scale of values is large
ly sccularistic-with religious pluralism as a minor 
partner - a more powerful propagandistic weapon 
against Orthodoxy could hardly be found. There is 
by now an almost stylized version of the indictment, 
which goes roughly as follows: 

The indictment 
"We (the non-Orthodox) stand for democracy. We 

believe in 'live and let live.' Jn fact lve even respect 
you for your piety-that is, those of you ivho aren't 
hypocrites. But we just can't stand it lvhen you RC! 
too pushy and quarrelson1e. 

"As a matter of fact we're even prepared to fight 
for your right to be religious, witness the A 1nerican 
Jewish Congress efforts in behalf of Sabbath observers 
in New York State. And in the smaller com1nunities, 
'where you just can't get a nice place lvhere kashrus 
is observed, for a B'nai B'rith-Hadassah-UJA-Bond 

Drive affair, lVe ahvays provide fr1dt plates for the 
few lvho are Orthodox. And didn't Ben-Gurion him
self say once to an Orthodox critic: 'Let the Orthodox 
bring an Orthodox majority to the Land and I'll wear a 
shtreimcl 1nyself.' 1·0 us, .fe1vish unity is the most 
ilnportant thing. That's why lve accepted rabbinic con
trol over 1narriage and divorce in the State of Israel. 
But do ydu appreciate our sacrifice? When an issue 
like the B'nai Israel affair con1es up; or Conservative 
gittin; or Refonn wedding cere1nonies; or the n1arriage 
of a Kohen to a divorcee; or the status of children 
born to non-.Teivish n10thers who are n1arried to Jeivish 
fathers, you Orthodox get to be too stubborn for words. 
Don't you realize that you've got to give a little? 

"As Levi Eshkol recently informed the Chief Rab
binate: 'It lvas abvays the glory of the rabbh; that in 
every age they adapted the ha1achah to the <)rcum
stances of their tilnes.' But somehow the conte1nporary 
Rabbinate just isn't creative in doing the same for our 
age. After all this is 1964, not the Middle Ages! If 
the rabbis l1'ill stubbornly continue not to realiz.e that 
they 1nust n?ake the halachah serve the needs of Jet-vish 
unity today, t-ve'll just be forced to 1nake snn1e radical 
changes. 

"Why don't you learn fro1n the Arnerican experience? 
There most of the prominent Orthodox Rabbis, just 
refuse to be intin1idated by those fanatics in Brooklyn, 
and those eleven ultra-Orthodox Roshai Y cshivah, and 
they do their best to maintain .har1nonious relations
/or the good of Jewish unity-1vith their non-Orthodox 
colleagues. 7"he Orthodox have their representatives 
on the Federations, and the Jewish Comniunity Coun-
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cils and they even get allocations for many of the yeshi
vahs-which makes it unnecessary for all the meshul
achim to solicit the merchants on Main Street ... and 
if it weren't for the fact that the big givers are mostly 
non-Orthodox, they would even get bigger allocations. 
After all it isn't our fault if you have so many schools 
and seminaries. Why don't you consolidate them into 
one big one, just like the Reform and the Conservatives, 
both of whom have one central seminary for the United 
States and Canada? Why, in many of the smaller com
munities, the Orthodox are glad to have the Jewish 
community centers sponsor community-wide Talmud 
Torahs, and youth programs, to take care of their 
children's needs as well. And in the youth programs, 
Kashrus and Shabbos are observed-whenever possible 
-and as much as possible. The youngsters are even 
encouraged to include religious activities in their pro
grams, and they attend all the Synagogues and Temples 
in rotation. But the most important thing, is that in 
most American communities the Orthodox have learned 
the art of living at peace with us . ... Now why can't 
you people in Israel learn from us in this matter?" 

No, THE ABOVE JS NOT A CARICATURE. THAT is 
what they say and, a sizeable number of Orthodox Jews 
-in addition to themselves-find the argument com
pelling. Try to explain that that kind of unity is literal
ly devouring us-that it is a one-way bridge whose 
net effect is to entrench the present status-quo and to 
confirm the assimilatory course of the real power cen
ters in American Jewish institutionalism. You will 
either get a blank stare in response, or some angry 
retort like: "You people are just heresy hunters." 

Try to explain that those who preach the "unity 
sermon" most passionately, use it only when it serves 
their own interests; that the Conservative movement 
tacitly supported the center movement only for so long 
as the latter served to undo the earlier centrality of 
the Orthodox Synagogue-but that now, as the center 
movement poses more and more of a threat to Con
servatism, the latter is engaged in a bitter nationwide 
struggle with the center movement-and never mind 
all that Jewish unity business ... ; that the democratic 
Anti-Defamation League, and the aristocratic Amer
ican Jewish Committee just say "fie on you" to the 
Maciver report and the Council of Jewish Welfare 
Funds when the latter two threatened their absolute 
autonomy-and indirectly next year's allocation; that 
when the aristocratic American Jewish Committee feels 
moved to do so, its emissaries will go off to the Vatican 
on their own and never mind Jewish unity. 

If the going gets too rough and too many of those 
non-aristocratic Jewish organizations start protesting, 
a member of the AJC staff can always come up with 
a cute phrase in Commentary about the "outbreak of 
Jewish self-respect this summer" on the part of those 
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who criticized the AJC's Vatican policy, followed by 
a "no-holds-barred" diatribe against "our fundamental
ists," the Agudists who adamantly insist on "going it 
alone" on their fanatic separatist course. It will of 
course occur to very few to wonder-after all, those 
benighted Agudists believe in their cause. However 
misguided those poor souls are, nebich, they are driven 
by conscience in their separatism. What is the excuse 
of the liberal-aristocrats of the American Jewish Com
mittee for their separatism? Is material wealth a better 
reason than fundamentalism? 

All your efforts will be to little avail. You'll get 
the same blank stare or angry retort: "Don't be a 
fanatic." 

Abyss of estrangement 
Once in a while however, the enduring grounds of 

Jewish unity are dramatically bared by a source from 
which one would least expect it. The distinguished 
Yiddish writer, Ephraim Auerbach (who is himself a 
deeply committed Labor-Zionist), recently visited the 
State of Israel. He recorded some of his impressions 
in a series of artieles in The Day-Morning Journal 
which appeared on August 24th and 27th of this year. 
The first of the artieles dealt with the terrifying abyss 
of estrangement and even violent hatred which sepa
rates the Ashkenazim and the Sephardim in the State 
of Israel. The second contrasts Auerbach's amaze
ment and even joy on seeing at first hand the har
monious welding of the two communities in the religious 
camp. Together both artieles comprise an extraor
dinary statement of the fundamental grounds of Jewish 
unity. The implications of what Mr. Auerbach saw 
(we have long known it, but stated by us it would 
have been "suspect") deserves to be pondered 
earnestly. 

A READING OF A BOOK ON THE Maabarot BY A YOUNG 

Iraqui author (Shimon Balos) filled Auerbach with 
dismay. The author doesn't spare his own. It describes 
their drunkards, the power mad, the degenerates. But 
when he depicts the Ashkenazi Jewish Agency officials 
in the Maabarot, he ascribes to them a murderous 
brutality which is beyond belief. The terms Vos-Vos 
and Yiddish which are used by many of the Oriental 
Jews as general designations for the Ashkenazim, be
come the very symbols of all that is evil. 

"A meeting is called to select a committee. The 
people gather in the Bais Hamedrash. But the Yiddish 
of the Agency call police and obviously, the police are 
also Yiddish. They beat the assembled murderously 
and arrest some. There the arrested are also beaten, 
till they come out covered with wounds. The Medina, 
over which the Yiddish rule, literally torture the 
Oriental Jews. The latter aren't given any work. In 



·_,:and suffer t:erribly. ·· · 
_.·.· .. _ ... The Iraquis in ~he: M~abara consi~ntiy talk aboui 
· ih.e good times they enjoyed in Iraq, till the Ashkenazim 
·:_came and misled them "l-Vith promises, _"l-Vith the vzszon 
: of the -J\4essiah -- .sa:ys ·-one ·of the book's characters: 

. : 'Let t:hern all (the A shkenazirn) drop d. The 
. --~?lect,:.ic light they light: up for themselves -- and "J-Ve 
::stumble in the dark.' Anot:her of t:he chevrah says, 

· · ·•it:'s all because of the Yiddish. The "l-Vhole state is for 
--£hem. .Even their hens live bet:ter than -..ve do.' Still 

.. _ .. .-_-anothe"T- says: 'I'll poison them all.'" 
·: , ---_-, ... N"ow even if t:.he ab,c,ve is exaggerat:ed, .A.uerbach rea-

: ·so.ns, t:he book obviou.sJy does cont:ain a core of essen
·_tial truth. The His"tadrut:h pubJishing house An?- Oved 
:wou.ld :no"t have pu.blished the work, if it were no"thing 
-·more than slander and libel. :1-'Ie is -cherefore dismayed 
·_beyond words over the sorry prospect:s--in -che light 
·of t:he present: situat:ion--for t:he uJtimat:e integrat:ion 

. -_-_of t:he t:wo communities. .Auerbach asks one of t:he 
. . ·old residen"ts: .. How long does he forsee, will it take 

·_ : before the pains of .n?-izug ( in"tegratio.n) wilJ be allevi-
:ated?" ••.A g"'neration, possibly two generations.•• 

·_:--A.u.erb.ach reacts despondently: .. they don't see 
· that t:his t:ragic int:er.nal struggle for a generation or 
.' .. t:wo, is capable of undermining a society's foundations." 

nor ·equal ::·.·.·. .·· 

·· The ;;.epar~t:e · 're~t:aurants .frequented by both com
munities are literally ghe"ttoes in which each group 

:·:_.gathers t:o t:he exclusion of t:he ot:her. I:n t:he smaller 
commun1.t:1es, .A.u.erbach also saw a wall bet.ween. t:he 

:' t:wo camps. The heavy manual labor was largely done 
.. :by "Eastern" Jews. Even in the schools--where there 
. ·.' is certainly no discriminatio:n.--there is still very little 

.integration. The Oriental Jews live in. "the poorer neigh
-: borhoods and t:he children are likely t:o a"ttend 
.neighborhood schools. Future prospects for harmonious 

·:. integrat:ion of "the t:wo comm-unities, are frau.ght: vvith 
. · ·:t:ovvering difficulties. 

: , ,· ,. I:n _"the religious camp ."however, :tv.rr. · Auerbach ·saw 
_: an · en·tirely different: story. A. landsman invited him 

:--·t:o at:t:end t:he ·1att:er's synag<>gu.e <>n a Shabbos t.o wit:
_: ness a t:riple .siyum; a siyU.n?- ~ishnayos, a siyurn. o:f 

.-."J\d.aseches Shevuos, and one celebrating t:he conclusion 
: of a study of t:he Prophet: Yeshayahu. Auerbach's 
landsman gave .t:he hadran (farewe11 Shiur) . The 

· ;'·_ second siyu'71 was presided over by "the teacher of t:he 
· ""several t:ens of Jews who had toget:her st:u.died ~aseches 
·Shevuos--a young Y"emenite rav. 

-- The mode of st:udying Geilrldrah -is t:he 
· s ·ame one t:o t:he Y"emenit:e Jew as t:o the Ea.st 

··.:_;European Jew. The rav erec-ced •mount:ains and 
. :. valleys• (t:he refe·rence is to t:he dialect:ic of t:he 
· traditional Gernorah Shiyur). The st:udent:s, who 

.···.:·.-·· 

he responded -the ·· _'enthusiasm· ·_of learn- · 
.... ing. • A.TI. expert swimmer in .t:he sea of "" t:he · Tal-

. ·. mud ·:was he, exactly ·as if h .e were sit:t:ing 
. : litt:le .Bats 1YEedrash in·· Poland or Lithuania 
.·· _years ago. · _. . ___ __ ... · __ .· . .... _ _. : .. ::· _ :·· ... · ._-·· · _.· _ ,-· .. .. . . 
. ...A.mong t:he . ·students . there .. were .· a ··rn:imber <>:f 
···oriental Jews. There was :no ·-dividing wall be
. :.tween t:hem and· •our' Jews. Probably ·t:he "two 

·groups have cust:oms which do -differentiate them 
·in some minor way. But: t:he climat:e of t:radit:ion, 
:faith and Torah is one :for the religious shtetel 

·· Jews and for t:he Jews from the A.rah count:ries." 

.- ... -· _·.· -_· _-·· · ,--· __ ·• /. _-.. > No secular · rniizvohs 
·As .for ·secular culture, ··lit:erat:ure. a shared secularist: 

. viewpoint:. or :national pat.riot.ism. lVlr . .A.uerbach re
_.:luct:antly admit:s that: these have not proven capable· of 

__ -··serving as unifying forces bet.ween t:he t:wo · camps in 
.·the non-re1igiou.s segment:s of Israeli society. · __ Culture 
and lit:erat-ure? 

. "'These have :no root:ed tradition as yet: among 
. .. us . . .A.nd :further, is it: possible t:o have a .fait:h 

_·comrnit:ment to t:he secularist way? There is no 
· Tnitzvah ro study Bialik or Agnon . B-ut t:o st:udy 
· .Torah is a great: rniZ-zvah. . As for :fait:h . 
vvho is t:<> say that a secularist: Jew must hav'e· 

· .. : f'ait:h in t:he same idea in which a.not.her Jew places 
·· his faith? To the contrary, t:he essence of secu

larism is free t:hou.ght:. . .And as :for nat:ional 
pat:riot:ism again t:he same thing. Love of 

·· country, and loyalt:y t:o t:he st:at:e are very· relat:ive. 
· Obviously when t:he cou.nt:ry is in. danger all are 
· .kindled vvit:h 1:he fiery desire t:o defend t:he cou.n
.· t:ry. and even to sacrifice life it.self in behalf of 
. ·1:he state. But generally. in comparatively quiet 

·--t:imes, "the .i:neasure of :national love and loyalty 
·becomes a resu.lt of individual att:it:udes, and oft.en 
."'those measures differ .from each <>t:her as grea"tly 

·.·-as East is far .from West:." 

To .be sure lVIr. Auerbach is of t:he · C>piniori that 
··_.secu.larist: cu.lt:ure and lit:erat:ure are :no"t necessarily -di
. visive, t:hat in t:he long run t:hey can serve a -unifying 
· function. Fl:e points t:o their role in t:he hist:ory of t:he 
new Yishuv. Bu.t: for t:he present time ·he sees ."them 
as incapable o.f serving such a fun.ct.ion. For ou.r ·t:ime 

. is "er. ti.n?-e in "J-Vhich secularisr Judais.n?- -has in large 
.-·· measure gone bankrupr, and has perhaps entirely dis

· ·integrated." 

Shd~p cb;,ir~;r .· .· 
By ·cont~as~ · again, · Aii~rba~h writes glowirigly of t:he 

Torah communit:y of B'nai B'rak. There l--ie saw adult: 
Orient.al Jews and t:heir _ children "who were completely 



integrated with the Polish-Chassidie Jews of the com
munity. The Oriental Jews constantly fear that they 
are considered inferior-and they are not entirely 
wrong. But in the Schul, at the davenen, or in the 
yeshiva, there is no such thing. One Ribbono-She/
()[am, one Torah, the same mitzvahs." 

Two SCENES: 

"Friday night in Tel Aviv at the seashore. _Tlvo 
cafes arrogantly throw their fullness of illu1nh1aaon on 
the pious Shabbos sea. One story above, music plays. 
.1'here is dancing there. Below, Oriental youth sits, 
drinks intoxicating liquors. Boys and girls ... vulgar 
immodesty ... drunkards stumble past, G-d! when did 
we ]el-VS have such ugly drunkards. ()ne stands and 
throlvs up. A not her ... But let me rather spare 1ny
self and the reader. It seemed to 1ne that the deep
blue sky above the sea was asha1ned to look at the 
vulgarity of those cafes. 

"What relation, I asked myself, have I with these 
Jews? Am I to walk with them towards our people's 
redemption? What sort of a folk-redemption can 
come from them? And so1ne, when they saw us, even 
sang out: '_Here are the Vos-Voses . .. .' 

"A thousand tin1es L'havdil, another scene: a yeshiva 
in Tel Aviv. I hear ringing little voices . ... 1'he voices, 
the 111elody, the enthusias1n of learning-they all melt 
together. 7-hrough the windows I see children fron1 
here and there. They are all dressed Jei..vishly, J..t'eaJ' 
little payos, even their eyes sing one song with their 
pious glotv. 

"Have I any relation to them? Yes, a very close 
one. But what is most important, the children among 
themselves are one harmonious song without the slight
est separation between them. 

"No, for mizug galuyot within traditional Jewry, 
generations are not necessary. For n1izug in the secu
larist sector-who knows how long and how painful 
the process will be." 

A FEW QUESTIONS: How many Jews, Orthodox or 
non-Orthodox, know what happened and is happening 
before our eyes to the great Sephardi immigration into 
Israel since the State was established? How many 
know the history of the yaldei T eheran? The payos
cutting? The shlichim .in the embarkation centers? 
The destructive role of Youth Aliyah? "The eighty 
percent-twenty percent" distribution key for Jewish 
children? The Maabarot? The threats of economic 
reprisal against Sephardi immigrant parents who in
sisted-and insist-on registering their children in the 
religious schools? How many Jews know that in com
parison to the organized weaning away of countless 
thousands of Oriental Jews from the life of Torah to 
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the secularist life, the "inconveniences" which the non
Orthodox experienced over issues such as the "B'nai 
Israel," Conservative gittin, "who-is-a-Jew?" are child's 
play? 

Separation and unity 
Who destroys Jewish unity more-those who destroy 

the millenial loyalty to Torah of our Sephardi brethren, 
Who strive to erect a wall of separation between the 
children of the Sephardi community and their Father 
in Heaven, which not only de-Judaizc them but also, 
alas, de-humanize them, while leaving them deeply 
hostile to their Ashkcnazi brethren--or those who 
strive desperately to keep alive the great eternally uni
fying force of Torah tradition, even if they must thereby 
risk the scorn of artificially incited "B'nai Jsracl,'' a 
Kohen who wishes to marry a divorcee, or Conservative 
or Reform "rabbis" in desperate search of a little Is
raeli recognition? 

What of our responsibility? 
And one final question addressed to ourselves, Jews 

who arc loyal to Torah. Since we don't expect Bcn
Gurion or Levi Eshkol, Mapai or Mapam to hand us 
a Torah-society on a platter; and since we don't really 
expect the non-Orthodox establishment to face with 
equanimity the prospect that a religious Sephardi im
migration is likely to turn Orthodox Jewry into the 
majority segment of Israeli society, the only complaints 
which we can intelligently address to our non-Orthodox 
adversaries arc that "they don't fight fair"; that they 
use means which arc unethical by their standards as 
well, in the struggle for the soul of Sephardi Jewry. 
But of ourselves we must ask, in deepest honesty, can 
we say: "our hands have not spilled this blood"? Have 
we done what we could have done-are we doing what 
we can do-to provide the necessary religious absorp
tion centers to save the Torah soul of those hundreds 
of thousands of our Sephardi brethren-who gave us 
the Rif and the Rambam; the author of the Shulchan 
Oruch and the Ari; who lived and died through so 
many centuries of bitter exile in deathless loyalty of 
Torah; who so long were the pride and the glory of 
the people of Israel; who today can decisively incline 
the balance of struggle for the Torah soul of the entire 
Israeli Jewish community, and ultimately all of world 
Jewry? 

We, who are loyal to Torah, need to know that in 
the categories of Divine Judgement, we will be judged 
more stringently in this matter, than our non-Orthodox 
brethren. To our sorrow they don't understand. But 
we do understand, and more is therefore demanded 
of us. May our children one day be able to say that 
we passed the test of Providence. 



A NEW DIMENSION 
Torah-hopitality as a supplement to home and school 

"/ always respected our principal ... ", began an 
eleven year old sixth grade girl at the closing assembly 
of the academic year in a Southern Hebrew day school. 
She had been chosen as student council representative 
to bid farewell for the summer to the faculty on behalf 
of the student body. " ... but I never really appreci
ated what Rabbi -- means to us until one time 
when he invited n1e and some of the other girls in niy 
class to spend Shabbos in his home. It was the most 
wonderful Shabbos of my l--". She broke off, 
too choked up to continue, and took her seat with 
strained sedateness. 

The tribute, more eloquent in what it left unsaid, 
is one deserved by teachers, principals, rabbis, klei
kodesh, and enlightened laymen everywhere who have 
learned to enjoy their homes as more than merely 
places to live and rear their families. Such b'nai Torah 
have learned to fulfill through their homes some of 
the desperate spiritual needs of our times, and thereby 
are experiencing themselves-as well as affording 
others-some of the most richly rewarding of human 
interpersonal re1ationships. 

A step downward 
Some of these b'nai Torah may originally have been 

inspired to do so by the enlightening and uplifting shiur 
in Hilchos Chinuch presented several years ago by the 
Rosh Yeshiva of the Mesivto Rabbi Chaim Berlin, 
Horav Yitzchok Hutner. (The Shiur has since been 
published in Yiddish and Hebrew by Torah Umesorah, 
as well as in English translation in The Jewish Parent.) 
The Rosh Yeshiva made the point that compulsory 
universal schooling amongst Jews, which preceded by 
many centuries parallel innovations in educational 
thought amongst non-Jews, was in actual fact a step 
downward in the development of Jewish education. For 
the institution of bais-rabban (schools) amongst Jews 
was a substitute for the once effective institution of the 
Jewish home (bais-abban) as a transmitter of Torah. 
This substitution of school for home serves much as 
the incubator does, to make up for the constitutional 
weakness of some mothers as life-givers and lifc
sustainers. 

RARBI CHAIM FEURJ\1AN is the Director of the HebrelV 
Acaden1y in Atlanta, Georgia. 

In this vein, then, the relationship of the rav (teach
er) to his pupil is properly bimkom av (in loco 
parentis, substitute father) with all the meaningfulness 
that this relationship implies, rather than merely that 
of professional to client. Briefly, then, the Rosh 
Yeshiva made clear that the Jewish home at that time 
had lost some of its effectiveness as a transmitter of 
Torah, and the loss was replenished in some measure 
through the institution by the Sages of Torah schools 
for the young as supplements or complements to the 
child-rearing efforts of their parents. 

Now, this was true even in times when Jewish homes 
and Jewish parents were steeped in Torah traditions, 
beliefs and practices, and when Jewish schools were 
dedicated exclusively to Jewish learning "all of the 
daylight hours and part of the night" ( Rambam, 
H ilchos Ta/mud Torah). How much the more are 
the problems of Torah-transmittal intensified and ag
gravated in times such as ours when Jewish homes are 
relatively devoid of Jewish observance and belief and 
when even the most intensive of Jewish day school 
programs can devote no 1nore than three to four hours 
daily to Jewish learning? The homes have become 
infinitely weaker Torah-transmitters than even before, 
nnd the schools-even the best of them-propor
tionately follow suit. 

Supplement to home and school 
In order to replenish these seemingly irreparable 

losses in home and school, an institution must be found 
which will, in some measure at least, convey some of 
the values of Torah-learning and Torah-living which 
Jewish homes and schools today often fail to com
municate. 

That institution it is plain to see, is the home 
of tlie rabbi, 11rinci11al, teaclier, klei-kodeslt, and 
enlightened layman. The portals of this home 
_must be flung open u;ide to 11u11ils, congregants, 
lnymen, and fellow klei·kodesh as the emergency 
generators of Torah-transmittal 11owers 1iecessi~ 

lated by a breakdown of the main source of power. 
Indeed, to an ever-greater degree this Torah-hos

pitality is being afforded by sensitive Jewish families 
throughout the country, but not yet to the fullest poten
tial demanded by the current crisis in culture-com-
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munication. Perhaps a discussion of some reasons 
why this practice is not more widespread will ultimately 
lead to its more widespread adoption. 

Many of us neglect to invite congregants and pupils 
to our homes for Shabbos, Yom-Tov, Melaveh-Malka, 
Purim, Chanukah, and Chol HaMoed festive meals, 
simply because we don't thing of it. And even when 
the idea does occur to us, those of us who are in re
ligious work frequently put off the thought because: 

• WE'RE BUSY. As community figures our lives arc 
so harried by day and beleaguered by night that we 
seek a haven in the privacy and relaxation of Shabbos 
and Yom-Tov, as the only time that many of us have 
to devote to our own spiritual growth and that of our 
families. 

• IT 1s EXPENSIVE. Having guests is costly and 
energy-consuming, especially for the balebosteh, who 
is probably already overworked with the responsibilities 
of several small children and possibly even a part-time 
teaching job of her own. 

• OUR SELF-IMAGE is that of "guest," and, as such, 
psychologically inhibits our acting as "hosts." Many 
of us tend to think of ourselves as transients in the 
communities we serve because of the residential mobility 
which prevails in the rabbinate and teaching fields to
day, and, we unconsciously tell ourselves, transients 
do not generally play host to permanent residents. 

• WE THINK our fellow klei-kodesh don't need the 
chizuk (spiritual reinforcement) of our company. We 
tend to think that other rabbis or educators can get 
along very well on their own without the benefits of 
shared sedarim, mishmarim, va' adim or less formal 
learning sessions. 

Upon closer reflective examination, however, we find 
that none of these reasons holds any validity. It must 
be granted that each man and each family must have 
time for inwardly-directed privacy for purposes of 
spiritual self-replenishment and growth. A "trans
mitter" which does not continue to generate its own 
power will soon have nothing left to transmit. But 
occasionally, several times a year at least, Shabbos and 
Yom-Tov should be shared with others who would 
not normally enjoy these Jewish home experiences. 

Similarly, the matter of cost and bother need not be 
an inhibiting factor if the invitations are extended in
frequently enough to make of them meaningful oc
casions and yet often enough to sustain their effective
ness. Not all of the rabbi's congregants nor all of a 
principal's or teacher's pupils must be invited at each 
occasion, or even during the course of one single year 
for that matter. Furthermore, modest hospitality 
genuinely and graciously extended will be more greatly 
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appreciated than needless lavishness in "entertain
ment." 

As to our self-image as transients and guests in the 
communities we serve, Rabbi Meir Belsky (Memphis) 
and Rabbi Emanuel Feldman (Atlanta) have as right
fully as they have eloquently made a telling point. 
They have written in THE JEWISH OBSERVER (Sept./
Nov., '63) on "the case for out-of-town" declaring 
that it is time that bnai Torah unpack their bags and 
sink roots deeply into the communities in which they 
settle. This is certainly true. And it is further true that 
even if a rabbi's or teacher's stay in a given city is 
avowedly short-termed, and as such his status in terms 
of residence is transient, nonetheless his status in terms 
of the Torah which he bears is permanent and abiding. 
In terms of his heritage, his congregants and his stu
dents are transient "guests', while he is the permanent 
resident, their "host." 

Lastly, it should by now have become a banality 
that we all learn from one another by associating with 
one another. From the greatest to the least of us we 
all need the encouragement, the chal1enge and the 
stimulation of one another's company to keep our 
level of aspiration in Torah-living and Torah-learning 
high. Shiurim which rotate on a regular basis from 
home to home are particularly effective for this purpose. 

In conclusion we return to our opening story in 
which the point is implicity made that learning often 
takes place at the most unexpected times in wholly 
uncontrived circumstances. The impact which a visit 
to the Jewish community leader's home may have 11pon 
its visitor whether young or old is often immeasurable 
in its proportions and scope. Realizing this, our po
tentially greatest and most lasting contribution to the 
communities we serve may be "brought home" to our 
people by bringing the people home to us. 
i;::_ 

SIFREI TORAH 
are urgently needed for 

new Y ishuvim in Eretz Y isroel 

Rcqu.ests keep pouring in from Eretz Yisroel, 
sotne telling of settlements using a Chnmash 

for Krias H atorah, due to the lack of a 
Sefer Torah. 

If you know of any Sefer Torah available for 
such a holy purpose, please write or phone: 

AGUDATH iSRAEL OF AMERICA 
5 Beekman Street New York City 

WO 4-1620 



Y aakov Jacobs 

A REPLY TO COMMENTARY 
"I believe more in the tradition of our fat hers, 

I do not wish to listen to this sermon." 

C
ommentary is a magazine published by the Amer

ican Jewish Committee "to meet the need for a 
journal of significant thought and opinion on 

Jewish affairs and contemporary issues." (From A 
Statement of Aims.) It has had remarkable success and 
has won the acclaim of influential readers in literary 
and government circles. 

Milton Himmelfarb, a contributing editor of Com
mentary writes periodically a feature called In the 
Co1nmunity in which he reacts to events in American 
Jewish life. While not a partisan of Orthodoxy, he 
occasionally has a warm word to say about day schools 
and other manifestations of Orthodoxy. 

In the September issue of this year, Himmelfarb 
examines Orthodox stubborness, or more politely in
transigence, as exemplified historically by the Chasam 
Sofer in his opposition to the cnlighteners. In examining 
THE JEWISH OBSERVER'S first year of publication (he 
calls us an outward and visible sign of the new Orthodox 
aggresiveness in the United States) he sees THE OBSERV
ER as the modern-day proponent of the Cha.mm Sofer's 
approach. Taking to task Agudath Israel and THE 
OBSERVER, Himmelfarb declares that had he lived 
in the times of the original clash, he would have been 
one of the enlighteners. "Yet," he goes on, and here 
the Yiddishe neshomah covered over with a crust of 
sophistication and liberalism comes through, I feel a 
certain reserve in my opposition to the A gudah and 
what it stands for. There may be others like me. 

Himmelfarb's case for his "reserve" is extremely 
fascinating, and he and those who "may be like me" 
would do well to ponder the implication of his own 
words: 

Recently I heard a distinguished Israeli man of letters 
praise the Jewish and humane worth of modern Hebrew 
liter•ture. He remembers young men and women in the 
Russian Revolution who killed in the cellars of Cheka, 
so devoted were they to the revolutionary ideal; yet 
though Hebrew was beginning to be regarded as counter
revolutionary, in secret they still read the poems of 

Bialik and Chernikovsky. For him that proved the attrac
tion and power of Hebrew literature. For me . . . it 
proved the weakness of mere literature, or mere culture. 
That some of the Nazis who kept the crematoria burning 
were moved to tears by Beethoven does not prove that 
music is evil, but neither, certainly, does it prove that 
music has great power for good. The idealistic Cheka 
killers who loved Hebrew poetry were not pious Jews. 
Piety would have kept them from such idealism; culture 
-whether the Hebrew poetry of Bialik or the Russian 
of Pushkin-did not keep them from it. They helped 
to establish the reign of pitilessness. They also helped 
to suppress Jewish culture, and to oppress Jews. 

Throughout our history it has been the stubbornly 
pious who have resisted the persuasions of self-interest 
and idealistic universalism, and their resistance has kept 
them and their descendants from becoming idealistic 
killers. The moral account of those who yielded to self
interest or what seemed to be idealistic universalism
the two temptations often appear to be one-is not 
so clean. Spanish apostates from Judaism wanted the 
Inquisition, to prove their good faith .... The intran
sigent Jews have no guilt for that tragedy, either for 
themselves or their descendants. They chose to be 
victims of oppression, not opp·ressors. 

In another place and in another time, Heine paid the 
price of baptism for a ticket of admission to Western 
culture. If he had had descendants, even by the Nurem
berg standard they would ha•1e been echt Aryan, and 
some therefore, would have been Nazis. That can not 
be said of the followers of S. R. Hirsch. So that, whether 
we look to Spain or Germany or Russia, and whether 
From the point of view of Jewish or of universal humane 
v21!ues, we are in no position to laud ourselves above 
th'S intransigents. 

Mr. Himmelfarb is suggesting, and we agree, that 
there is a correlation between the degree of a Jew's 
intransigence and his authenticity as a Jew. As the 
Jew, even slowly compromises his resistance to external 
forces which seek to wean him from his Jewishness 
and his G-d, he slides closer on the slippery path . to 
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apostasy (read: Shmad). Having reached the point of 
Shmad, he has not yet traveled all the way in his 
degeneracy as a Jew and as a human being. As he 
plunges toward the bottom he may become a missionary 
to his former brethren and ultimately their furderer. 

Would it carry Himmelfarb's formula too far to 
suggest that it would also apply to contemporary 
enemies of Jewish (Orthodox) intransigence, or would 
it simply be updating his thesis? May we ask-on the 
basis of his thesis-the latter-day enlighteners: Would 
you have your grandchild be an intransigent Orthodox 
Jew or a vicious anti-Semite? 

In a very perceptive analysis, Himmelfarb applies 
his thesis to explaining "a change in historical outlook." 
He writes: 

It is my impression that while the 19th-century 
medieval Jewish historians were essentially pro-Sephardi, 
the 20th-century ones are pro-Ashkenazi. In the 19th 
century the Sephardim of the Middle Ages were an 
attractive model for Jews who wanted to be modern. 
They showed that Jews could remain Jews and still be 
at home in the general culture, or even do remarkable 
things in philosophy, literature and science. That was 
necessary for reassuring the modernizing Jews, half
suspicious of their own motives, and was thought useful 
for persuading the Gentile authorities to take the last 
step toward full emancipation. 

In the 20th century we are no longer so impressed 
with Jewish achievements in general culture. The edge 
is off our hunger and we worry now about the cost of 
the achievements. German Jews from Heine· and Moses 
Hess to Kafka (culturally German) and Franz Rosen
zweig respected the backward East European Jews for 
their Jewish and human authenticity more than they did 
German Jewry, with all its modernity. In the same way 
our historians today, looking back to the Middle Ages, 
have noted virtues in medieval Ashkenazi Jewry and 
vices in medieval Sephardi Jewry that their predecessors 
were not prepared to see .... During the Crusades the 
Jews of the Rhineland went to the stake rath·er than 
to the baptismal font. 

Illustrating the pseudo-sophistication of Spanish 
philosophers, Himmelfarb quotes from a 15th-century 
text, Magen Varomah to illustrate his point: 

... I once heard a preacher expounding G-d's unity 
in the analytical manner of the philosophers. He would 
say repeatedly: "If he is not one, then such and such 
must follow." Finally a certain householder rose, of 
them that tremble at the word of the Lord . . . and 
said: "In the massacre of Seville (in 1391) they robbed 
me and wounded me and left me for dead. All this 
I bore for my faith in Hear 0 Israel, the Lord our 
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G-d, the Lord is One. Now you attack the traditions 
of our fathers by way of philosophical analysis, saying, 
'If he is not one, such and such will be the case.' " 
And the householder said: "I believe more in the tra
dition of our fathers, I do not wish to listen to this 
sermon." 

Now LET us GO BACK TO HIMMELFARB's QUARRELS 
with Agudath Israel and The JEWISH OBSERVER. 

"In principle, Agudath Israel's great enemy is secu
larism and apostasy; in practice an Orthodoxy that is 
not intransigent enough for its taste. The Agudath 
is harsh to assimilationists, harsher to secular Zionists, 
still harsher to Reform and Conservatism, and harshest 
of all to the Orthodox who in one way or another 
cooperate with other Jews .... " Certainly, Mr. Him
melfarb is not taking up the cudgels for the secularists 
and those who "yielded to self-interest," who sought 
reassurance "half-suspicious of their own motives." 

As to the OBsERVER's hostility to the Orthodox who 
"cooperate with other Jews," Himmelfarb has not been 
reading us carefully. Let us re-state our position. 

What is involved is not a failure to cooperate with 
other Jews. Orthodoxy has been united in associating 
itself with all efforts to insure the physical well-being 
of the Jewish people. However, THE OBSERVER differs 
with those Orthodox groups who participate on an 
equal basis with non-Orthodox groups on a religious 
level. 

The men who serve as Reform and Conservative 
"rabbis" are trained in institutions whose curriculum 
is far removed from classic, authentic Torah study. 
By virtue of their lack of scholarship, piety and-this 
is crucial-belief in the basic teachings of Torah, their 
so-called "ordination" is ludicrous. They are about 
as qualified to be rabbis as an under-graduate college 
student who doesn't believe in the germ theory would 
be qualified to practice medicine. When an Orthodox 
rabbinic or lay-body participates on an equal basis 
with such distorters of Judaism, thereby lending cre
dence to their mythical status as "rabbi," we find it 
a great cause for concern and anxiety. We see this 
recognition as defeating the purposes of Orthodoxy 
and a growing number of Orthodox rabbis and laymen 
associated with mixed groups are coming closer to this 
position. (At a recent convention of the Rabbinical 
Council of America a majority of the membership 
voted to ban such fraternization, though the ban did 
not muster the 2/3 vote required to amend the con
stitution. In the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congrega
tions partisans of the position espoused by THE JEWISH 
OBSERVER are hopeful that it may soon be the official 
stand of the Union.) 

Himmelfarb is scandalized by the doctrine of the 
Chasam Sofer, which he discovered in THE OBSERVER 



"We would like to forget, but in a part of ourselves we remember." 

Chodosh Asur min Ha-Torah; as he translates it, what 
is new is forbidden by the Torah. 

Unfortunately for Mr. Himmelfarb, and for his many 
readers, he completely misses the meaning of this con
cept. Perhaps we could best illustrate the meaning 
of this slogan in the following manner. For many 
centuries prior to the invention of moveable type, 
Hebrew works were laboriously written by hand, thus 
limiting the number of copies of the great classics 
available to scholars. When printing became available, 
the Jewish people quickly saw its inestimable value 
and used it to great advantage. There is no evidence 
of any inhibition to exploiting to the fullest this "new" 
instrument for the dissemination and teaching of Torah. 
Yet, should a Sefer Torah have a single line, or even 
a single letter imprinted by type rather than written by 
hand, it becomes posul, unfit for use as a Sefer Torah. 
Chodosh asur Min Ha-Torah, was simply a reaffirma
tion of the immutability of Torah-Law, and not a 
refusal to accept technological advance. One could 
cite numerous examples of this principle of assimilating 
into Jewish life advances of contemporary technology, 
while guarding against their intrusion into areas pro
scribed by Halachah. 

We have observed that some of Himmelfarb's charges 
against us in the first section of his essay can best be 
answered by reference to his own insights in the latter 
section. However, in some instances Mr. Himmelfarb 
has not provided the answers and we must provide 
them ourselves. (The italics are his; the roman type 
is ours.) 

... the Agudists never give the title of rabbi to 
Rabbi Louis Jacobs of England . . . non-Agudah 
Orthodox rabbis are being threatened with contemptu
ous rejection of their qualifications, as if they were 
Conservative or Reform rabbis. 

The charge that "non-Agudah Orthodox" rabbis are 
not called rabbi is simply not so. We are pleased that 
Himmelfarb recognizes our right to reject the creden
tials of "Conservative or Reform rabbis"; we feel the 
principle applies with equal validity to one like Louis 
Jacobs who reads himself out of Orthodoxy by rejecting 
the basic doctrine of Torah Mi-Sinai. 

"The strikingly new element in the way Agudath 
l srael talks now is the sharpness about the Catholic 
Church ... ., JEWISH OBSERVER was pleased with 

Hochhuth's Deputy, has quoted at length from The 
Catholic Church and Nazi Germany .... ; the derision 
that greets anti-anti-Semitic statements by Pope or car
dinals is a derision of the Jews who welcome such state
ments." 

Himmelfarb's exegisis is intriguing: intrasigent Or
thodoxy, he maintains, has no real quarrel with Catholic 
anti-Semitism; it is simply "using" the Church to whip 
its transigent brothers. 

As to our reaction to the book, The Catholic Church 
and Nazi Germany, we must confess that Com
mentary scooped us. Himmelfarb may recall that a 
chapter of the book appeared in Commentary even 
before it was published by Mc-Graw-Hill; we trust he 
does not begrudge us our interest in the book. 

"There is something else, too. The Agudah probably 
feels let down by the Church. As long as Catholicism 
represented intransigence on the great scene, the Agu~ 
dah did not feel alone in representing intransigence 
within Jewry." 

Orthodox intransigence is a function of our faith 
in the eternal truth of the Torah revealed to us on 
Sinai. We feel no more alone today than did our 
father Avraham when he stood on one side with the 
entire world on the other side. 

Himmelfarb closes has article and clinches his case 
for the intransigents by quoting the observation of an 
Israeli historian concerning dislike of Oriental Jews by 
Eastern European Jews in Israel. 

(They) "tend to remind them of the social and cud
tural conditions prevailing only a few decades ago in 
their own now rejected shtetels and ghettos in Russia 
and Poland. It is this . . . eagerness . . . of most 
East European Jews in Israel to forget and disown their 
own past, their own selves ... which has led ... to 
their ... rejection of the "Sephardo-Orientals" and .. . 
the dangerous drift away from their own true traditions 
and culture." 

"The Orientals," Himmelfarb concludes, "are not 
alone in reminding us of what we would like to forget, 
and being resented for it. There are also the devout . .. 
We would like to forget, but in a part of ourselves we 
remember." 

THE JEWISH OBSERVER is dedicated to not letting 
us forget. 
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Yosef Rabinowitz 

Dateline: MEMPHIS 
Changing the Climate of 
A So11thern Community 

. ONE OF THE MOST RESPECTED BUSINESSMEN IN THE 

South sat in his guest room eyeing the group of young 
men gathered there for a Melava Malka. "The baalei
batbn," he began, "haven't arrived yet." The suggestion 
of a smile played about his lips. "So meanwhile, we 
yeshivah-leit are alone." 

This incident, which occured just a few weeks ago 
in Memphis, Tennessee, marks the coming of age of 
the vigorous, forceful community that is Orthodox 
Memphis today. And it is laden with. significance for 
thoughtful Jews concerned about the future of Torah 
in this country. 

Memphis is neither a Williamsburgh, nor a Crown 
Heights, nor a Washington Heights, nor even a Balti
more or Cleveland. These centers of American Torah 
life are essentially transplants of a centuries-old Euro
pean culture; a powerful, many-splendored force, which 
survived chaos and upheaval with a tenacious vivacity. 
But, the mass migration which pumped Jife into New 
York City can not be duplicated. European Jewry 
is dead, buried in six million martyrs' graves; its cul
tural heirs will not, in the forseeable future, recreate 
the spiritual climate of our country through population 
shifts. If its nobility of spirit is to live-if meaningful 
Jewish consciousness is to become the prime mover 
in the life of the American Jew-then there must come 
to pass in a hundred cities across the face of the nation 
what has occured-what is occuring-in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 

Focal point of service 
The people of Memphis have discovered a truism of 

Jewish history which is at once elusive to chroniclers 
unfamiliar with the Jewish spirit, and elementary to 
those close to it: that the focal point of the Jewish 
concept of service to the Creator is the uniquely Jewish 
experience known as Talmud T orah-tbe study of the 
Law. Moreover, this study in no way minimizes the 
significance of the myriad physical and emotional acts 
of piety which are daily required of the Jew. Indeed, 

RABBI JOSEPH RABINOWITZ is studyinx at the Kolle[ Gur 
Aryeh, in Brooklyn, New York. He headed the group about 
which he has written. 
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only through the study of the Torah can the fulfillment 
of these acts, in the profoundest sense, be achieved. 
Furthermore, the spiritual fruits of Torah Study can 
be shared in many ways: principally through actual 
study; through the material support necessary for Torah 
study; and through intimate association with Torah 
scholars whose lives are devoted to intensive Torah 
learning. 

Here we have the key to the Jewish soul-treasure 
. . . sanctity through the intellect. And this concept 
marks maturing American Orthodoxy, much as the 
full development of the power of the intellect marks 
the mature human being. Thoughtful Memphis Jews 
searched for the fundamental in their Judaism, and 
found what they were looking for. It has changed their 
lives. 

The success of the Memphis Hebrew Academy (a 
day-school) bas led many Jews in Memphis to feel 
that the next step in the development of the community 
would be the creation of a Mesivta High School. But, 
how does one prepare a community in the deep South 
for such a major step? Somehow the Jews of Memphis 
bad to "taste" the atmosphere of the Rais Medrash, 
and the idea developed of bringing a group of young 
men to the city for a two-month period to expose the 
community to the refined atmosphere of the study-ball, 
and create the climate for a Mesivta. 

The plans were made. They were carried swiftly 
into action by Rabbi Meir Belsky, Menahel of the 
Memphis Hebrew Academy. A musmach of the Mesivta 
Rabbi Chaim Berlin, Rabbi Belsky contacted the re
nowned Rosh Yeshiva, Hagaon Rav Yitzcbok Hutner, 
M"l.l•':>t!I, and laid before him the community's plan. 
The Rosh Yeshiva was fired with enthusiasm. "An 
American community is prepared to spend large sums 
of money for no other purpose than to bear the sound 
of Torah!" be exclaimed. "Astounding! How can they 
be refused?" A statement be made in a reflective 
moment best describes the feelings of the Memphis 
Community. "They simply long for Torah." 

The news was brought back to Memphis. A group 
of sixteen advanced students of Mesivta Rabbi Chaim 
Berlin would spend eight summer weeks of full-time 
study in the Hebrew Academy building. 



As Mid-Tamuz approached, all was prepared. The 
building, housing a complete dormitory, including 
kitchen and sleeping quarters, was ready. The reference 
library needed for the Bais Medrash was assembled. 
In New York meauwhile, our group awaited the sum
mer's work impatiently. The day came, at last, when 
we arrived in Memphis. We were driven to the Academy 
building by a group of cars awaiting us, and treated 
to a meal adequate for a small army-typical of the 
treatment we were to receive all summer. The very 
next morning the intensive schedule that had been 
agreed upon went into full swing. 

"\ "\ TE HAD KNOWN, OF COURSE, that this was 
VY a extraordinary community. Nevertheless, we 

were startled by its reaction to our presence. 
The finest families in town were on hand to spend 
Shabbos with us. Each week several of these families 
moved in with friends in the neighborhood so that they 
could share in our davening, partake of the Shabbos 
meals with us, listen to the spirited recitation of a 
Dvar Torah at every mca1, participate in the singing 
of Zmiros (they could never get enough )-in short, 
taste with us the fullness of the Shaboos spirit. They 
invited us to their homes at every opportunity; Friday 
evening or Shabbos afternoon, a Maiava Malka, a 
Bar-Mitzva celebration, a bris. And all these became 
vehicles for a meeting of the minds, or more accurately, 
of the spirit. 

It is difficult to capture the mood of a community 
with clarity and precision. Perhaps it would be simplest 
to record the deeds of its members, large and small, 
and let the common chord they sound serve as the 
communal voice. 

A successful young lawyer sends his sons to study 
with us--then appears himself, sefer in hand, to study 
in our Bais Medrash ... Cholov Yisroel arrives for us 
every day from a local farm ... we are provided with a 
full diet of glatt kosher meat ... a leading Academy 
figure gives us the daily use of his swimming pool ... 
busy matrons, with families of their own, cook suppers 
for us regularly, spending long hours over a hot stove 
in the stifling summer heat. ... A widely known Torah 
scholar comes to our Bais Medrash periodically to 
study with his son-and finds himself deeply involved 
in discussions with our bochrin1. . . . A young inan 
appears one evening with a request that we pray for 
his seriously ill father. An outstanding Ta/mid Cho
chom issues a standing invitation to the n1embers of 
our Yeshiva to use his extensive library ... a youngster 
who has recently become observant joins ns for the 
summer, assiduously aided in his studies by two of 
our bochrim-and his parents become Shomre Shabbos 
. . . one of our most devoted supporters personally 
delivers a load of fruit for us every Friday afternoon 

... not to be outdone, another warm friend appears 
one evening, with a broad grin-and a dozen water
melons . • . a young doctor donates his services, 
managing to find time in an already packed schedule 
. . . a properous real estate magnate slips into the 
Bais Medrash one evening, watching closely as the 
bochrim engage in animated debate. He mentions 
afterward that he has never seen such total concen
tration, adding that he is filled with a sense of wonder 
and admiration. 

An entire community had transformed a vision into 
meaningful, fruitful reality; and this was not accomp
lished without sacrifice. The project was financed by 
families throughout the community who share signifi
cantly in the support of many worthwhile institutions, 
in and out of Memphis. There is, however, this differ
ence. For them the support of our project was not only 
mere tzedaka, it was an investment; a wiser one, 
perhaps, than even they realize. 
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THE TEST 
a dramatic presentation based on 

THE BINDING OF YITZCHOK 

Pinchas Stolper 

SCENE I 

(Avraham is standing outside his tent) 

NARRATOR: It was after Avraham and Avimelech 
concluded their treaty that the Voice of G-d 
again spoke to Avraham .... 

AVRAHAM: I am here (I am ready to do as You bid, 
but I cannot fathom why You find me worthy). 

HASHEM: 1 hope that it is within you to withstand 
this new test - Take your son - stand firm in 
this trial - so that people will not say that the 
previous nine trials were not real tests .... 

A VRAHAM: Which son - I have two . 

HASHEM: Your only son ... 

AVRAHAM: Yilzchok is my wife Sarah's son and 
Yishmael is my wife Hagar's only son. Tell me 
then, which son? 

HASHEM: Your beloved son ... 

A VRAHAM: I love both my sons . 

HASHEM: I speak of Yitzchok - (I did not first 
specify which son, so that you might more 
highly value My commands and that you might 
be rewarded for the increasing sacrifice demanded 
by obedience to each new expression I uttered in 
making My command more specific) - Now, go 
to the land of Moriah. There bring Yitzchok as an 
offering upon one of the mountains I will 
designate. 

AVRAHAM: (Thinking out loud) Moriah is in Yeru
shalayim - it is called Moriah meaning instruc
tion, for from there my descendants will teach 
Torah to a mighty people and on that spot will 
the Bais Hamikdash be built. The Bais Hamikdash 

RABBI PINCHAS STOLPER is the National Director of the 
National Conference of Synagogue Youth of the Union 
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will radiate holiness and will draw men to G-d's 
service. 

(curtain is drawn) 

NARRATOR I: On the next morning Avraham has
tened to observe G-d's command -Avraham rose 
early in the morning and saddled his donkey. He 
did not delegate this task to a servant - he did it 
himself. And he took two of his youn)? men with 
him (we are told that they were Ishmael and 
Eliezer. And Isaac his son, and he cut the wood 
for the burnt offering and arose and went to the 
place concerning which G-d had spoken to hhn -

SCENE II 

(Avraham. Yishmael, Eliezer and 
Yitzchok on the road) 

NARRATOR II: On the third day when Avraham 
lifted up his eyes, he saw the place far off ... 

AVRAHAM: Remain here with the donkey. I and the 
lad will go up yonder. and worship, and will then 
return to you. This is the will of G-d. 

(Eliezer takes Avraham aside) 

ELIEZER: Think, Avraham; consider it some more, 
- maybe Hashem will change his command. 

A VRAHAM: It is not for me to doubt His word in 
the hope that His instructions will change. I must 
go and do as I have been told. I dare not delay. 

ELIEZER: Avraham - Did Yitzchok sin that he is 
being punished - he is pure and innocent. Where 
is the justice of the G-d of Justice? Where is the 
mercy of the G-d of Mercy? How can I continue 
to believe if all this is possible? 

AvRAHAM: He is G-d and you are only a man. 
Justice is a quality which we learn from G-d's 
compassion toward us. Sometimes G-d's justice 
and mercy are beyond our comprehension, some
times we are expected, not to understand, but to 



be faithful. If G-d has set the standard for justice, 
then everything He does is just. Sometimes we 
can only see the trees, while the forest is too 
vast to be seen. If G-d wants me to sacrifice 
Yitzchok, then this must be justice. Otherwise, 
G-d would not desire this. 

ELJEZER: But, all of this is not possible. G-d could 
not want the negation of His own promise. You, 
Avraham are to be the father of a great Nation 
and in your seed will the nations of the earth be 
blessed. ls this not G-d's promise? Did you not 
hear this as well? Did not G-d Himself promise 
you that BE'YITZCHOK YI'KOREI LE'CHA ZERA -
through Yitzchok you will have descendants. Jf 
you go ahead with this impossible plan, you will 
be sacrificing not Yitzchok alone - but scores 
of generations of Jews. What will become of 
your dream; of what value is your quest for G-d 
and your hope for a world established on His 
laws? Who will be left to observe the Shabbos 
and Kashrus; the laws of justice and morality? 
Who will establish your nation? Who will receive 
the Torah if you sacrifice Yitzchok? It is the 
end - this is it! Save our Faith - I beg you. 
This voice cannot be the true voice of G-d. Your 
destiny is to establish the Jewish people - if you 
really understand the implications of this destiny 
you cannot destroy your son. Is this not AYS LA' 
Asos LA'SHEM, A time to act for G-d. Does not 
the need of the hour call for compromise; for 
some accomodation to the practical necessities of 
life, so that Judaism and Torah may live on in 
your descendants. Did you not plead before G-d, 
Give me a son to carry on Torah ideals, and the 
mitzvos that make these become alive. Did you 
not say that the only alternative was that I, 
Eliezer, the administrator of your household 
would inherit you, and that this was no substi
tute for a son; that only a son could maintain 
the direct chain of tradition from father to son? 

AVRAHAM: Eliezer you are in a panic. First you 
speak of G-d and of Torah. You say - Save our 
Faith, but of what value is this Faith if it is 
based on a truncated Torah, built on a lie; built 
on disobedience to the clear word of G-d? Didn't 
G-d expressly command, Take your son, your 
only son, take Yitzchok, and place him upon the 
altar. My mind may direct me to G-d, but with
out the voice of G-d I can never be sure of G-d's 
will. When G-d speaks He means for us to follow 
and to do so with joy and gladness. If we select 
what and where we will or will not do, then it 
is our own intellect which we obey and not G-d. 
How would we differ from those who worship 
ido]s of their own creation? 

ELIEZER: But the Torah! What shall we do to save 
the Torah? 

Avraham ! don't be hasty. Remember the great
ness for which you and your people are destined 
if you will be practical and realistic enough to 
make a small concession to logic. Don't be an 
extremist. Sometimes we must compromise, some
times we must capitulate to logical necessity. 
Most important is for our Faith to survive and 
for this we must have our youth. But if you go 
ahead with your stubborn, bullheaded plan -
we will have no youth and no Faith. 

AVRAHAM: You don't seem to be able to get it 
through your head that at this moment there is 
but one overriding mitzvah - the clear command 
of G-d to take my son Yitzchok and do as G-d 
has bid me to do. As for destiny, the destiny of 
a servant of G-d is to obey His word. It is G-d's 
world and G-d's Torah; He knows best how to 
further our Faith and its destiny. My duty is 
clear ... 

ELIEZER: Do that and destroy your life's work -
and the one hope of the entire world. (to him
self: How can he be so impetuous and foolish?) 

A VRAHAM: You seem to forget who is the Creator 
and who His creature. You are on the verge of 
doing to Torah what has been done by man 'each 
time there stirs in him a religious sentiment or a 
striving toward the Divine. In place of searching 
for the true voice of G-d, in place of loyalty to 
the authenic voice, man presumptiously speaks 
instead of listening. He creates god in his own 
image, and makes his god a reflection of his fears 
and desires. The religions about us are man
made. Their gods are fashioned by their own 
hands and minds. But Torah teaches that man 
must change himself and become G-dly even 
when he cannot fully comprehend G-d's Word. 

ELIEZER: But is there not a contradition here which 
demands clarification? Does not G-d's promise 
that through Yitzchok will you achieve descen
dants contradict the last words you heard, to take 
your son Yitzchok to the Mizbaiach? 

AVRAHAM: Contradict? Am I able always to fathom 
the infinite wisdom of the Divine Word? When 
things seem not to make sense, the fault is with 
me, with my failure to understand that which may 
eventually become clear to me. It is at times like 
this that I must be more loyal, not less; that I 
must express my compJete committment because 

. I have failed to understand that which I am 
called upon to do. Right now my job is to ... 
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ELIEZER: Yes, Yes, I know -you must obey, obey, 
obey. That's all I hear - why don't you think for 
yourself? use your own mind. Didn't G-d give you 
a mind to think with? One day G-d tells you that 
Yitzchok will Jive - that his descendants will 
outnumber the stars in the sky - and today you 
are told to destroy G-d's promise. Before you 
take another frightful step towards that mountain 
- you must be sure. Wait, reconsider. Ask G-d 
for an explanation. 

AvRAHAM: Did I not teach you that G-d's promise 
forever remains a promise; that even though we 
may be unable to understand how G-d will in 
His time, in His way bring about the fulfillment 
of all His promises - it is G-d who directs his
tory; it is He who has created the world with 
purpose and with a goal. We must study these 
goals and work to achieve them. 
But in practical terms, our job in the here and 
now is to observe G-d's mitzvos - to follow His 
commandments-to journey on a road of deeds and 
actions which will bring about the fulfillment of 
our dreams. The only way man knows to become 
a partner with G-d in the building of a better 
world is through the living of His law and in
struction. A law which man makes, man can 
abolish, but a law established by Divine com
mand, abides forever. I do the bidding of G-d 
without fear, without hesitation, with confidence 
that all that G-d commands is for the good 
that all His words are truth and justice. 

SCENE III 

(Avraham and Yitzchok walk hand-in-hand) 

NARRATOR I: And Avraham took the wood for the 
burnt offering and laid it on Yitzchok his son. 
He had three days to think and consider, no one 
could possibly say that this was a hasty decision. 
And he took in his hand the fire and the knife. 
And they went both of them, together. 

NARRATOR ll: Avraham knew that he was going to 
sacrifice his son. He went voluntarily and with 
joy, but Yitzchok thus far, realized nothing ... 

Y1TzcnoK: My father ... 

AvRAHAM: Here I am, my son . 

YITZCHOK: Behold, here is the fire and the wood, 
but where is the lamb for a burnt offering? 

AvRAHAM: G-d will provide a lamb, my son . 
(The curtain is drawn) 
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NARRATOR II: Although Yitzchok now understood 
who the burnt offering was to be •.. They went, 
both of them, together. They came to the place 
which G-d had indicated. And Avraham built the 
altar, arranged the wood, bound his son Yitzchok 
and laid him on the altar on top of the wood ... 

NARRATOR I: Then Avraham extended his hand -
took the knife - raised it - Suddenly - an 
Angel of the Lord called to him from the Heavens. 

HEAVENLY VOICE: Avraham ... Avraham ... 

AVRAHAM: Here I am, I am ready to serve Yon as 
willingly as in the past. 

HEAVENLY VOICE: Stretch not your hand against 
the lad, do nothing to him, for I know that you 
are G-d-fearing, since you have not refused Me 
your son, your only son ... 

SECOND VOICE: G-d did not desire that you bring 
Yitzchok as a burnt offering, but only that you 
be prepared to do so. Your understanding of G-d's 
command was precisely the manner in which it 
was to be understood by you and acted upon, 
but the ultimate Will of G-d was not that you 
actually sacrifice your son; Karban in this instance 
was to be understood in its literal sense: to come 
closer, to rise higher. 
This Olah, this elevation could not take place at 
your home. Your home in Beersheba is the focal 
point of Torah for now, but in the future Torah 
will come forth from Zion, from this mountain, 
Har Hamoriah, the mountain of Torah instruction. 

HEAVENLY VmcE: Dedicate Yitzchok to that future, 
bring him to this great height. Send him from 
Beersheva to a house of Torah study, allow him 
to leave your home so that he may grow to the 
caliber of Torah leadership that the future needs. 
On this mountain of Torah instruction, see to it 
that your son becomes The Man of Torah 
learning. 

NARRATOR I: Then Avraham lifted up his eyes and 
looked - Behold - a ram was caught in the 
thicket by its horns. He took the ram and offered 
it as a burnt offering in place of his son. 

AvRAHAM: I will call this mountain Ha'shem Yireh. 
On this mountain is the Lord seen. 

HEAVENLY VOICE: Because you have done this thing 
and have not witheld your son, your only son, 
I will bless you. I will multiply your seed as the 



stars of heaven and the sand on the seashore. 
Your seed shall possess the gate of their enemies 
and through your seed shall all the nations of 
the earth be blessed ... because you have obeyed 
My voice •.• 

Will, so may Thy mercy prevail over stern 
justice. 

NARRATOR II: Throughout the generations this cove
nant of our fathers is recalled ... We pray: 

NARRATOR I: In our day may the altar of Avraham 
be rebuilt on Har Ha'moriah, may the third Rais 
Hamikdosh be built on its ancient site in the city 
of Y erushalayim near which stands the Kosel 
Hamaaravi, the only remnant of the Rais Hashem. 

Even as A vraham our father mastered his com
passion for his only son in order to perform _Thy 

NARRATOR II: May we all learn the lesson of Mo
riah and become as Yitzchok. 

In my heart l will build a House for the glory of G-d, 

In this Housel will place an altar to His majesty. 

For an Eternal Light I shall take the fire of the Akeida, 

For my sacrifice I shall bring-my soul. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
CUSTOM AND SURVIVAL by Sidney Steiman (New York, 

1963, Bloch Publ. Co., $4.00). 

THE "BLACK DEATH" (1348-1349) AND THE 

pogroms that swept Western Europe in its wake formed 
a crucial turning point in Jewish history. They trig
gered the great migration which turned Eastern Europe 
into the center of Jewish life until our times; and they 
left Western European Jewry decimated and disor
ganized. The credit for rebuilding its communities and 
preserving its spiritual strength belongs to Rabbi Jacob 
Moeller (also known as the Maharil) whose teachings, 
through his disciples, molded the future of German 
Jewry. 

The book before us is devoted to this man and his 
work; in the first part the author deals with his life 
and the historical background, while the second part 
aims to present his teachings. Dr. Steiman has con
scientiously studied the historical data and this has 
forced him to reject some of the erroneous ideas about 
medieval German Jewry propounded by earlier writers. 
Thus he quotes Graetz concerning "the insignificance 
of even the most respected of German Rabbis of this 
period . . . they all pursued a course productive of 
mental stagnation," and rejects this view, even though 
he does not seem to realize that Graetz' s opinion
here as in so many other places-was merely an ex
pression of his personal bias. He likewise quotes the 
view that "in general, the Humra (strict approach to 
Halakhah)tends to ... restrict the emotional aspect 
oj religion," but feels compelled to state that, "at least" 
in the period which he writes about, "the Humra ... 
in fact was the expressfon of the deep piety ot the 
Hasidey Ashkenaz" (Introduction). 

The author most competently describes Jewish self
government in the Middle Ages, "possible only through 
the strong desire of the Jews to live according to the 
dictates of Jewish law ... (which) offered them a 
realistic means of organizing a community life and co
operative activities" (p. 27). To this end there was 
available the guidance of the inherited Halachah and 
Minhag, supplemented in case of need by Takanoth 
issued by the Rabbinic leaders. In view of the chaos 
left by the Black Death, the Maharil concentrated on 
re-establishing firm standards of Jewish life by defining 
and strengthening the right ways of conduct in all 
spheres of human existence. 

DR. STEIMAN IS RIGHT ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF 

Minhag; it regulates aspects of life where Halachah 
directly does not speak. He is also correct in stressing 
the significance of T akanoth, to meet special needs 
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within the framework of Ha/achah. However, he is 
quite wrong about the scope of Minhag and Takanoth. 
For both of them he claims authority overriding the 
Halachah. In reality, the Jewish Encyclopedia's sweep
ing and inaccurate definition of Takanoth is certainly a 
very poor "proof" and, as for Minhag, the Maharil 
himself stated that "the Minhag which contradicts a 
rabbinic principle is considered an error and should 
not be continued" (Hilchos Pesach). The fact is 
that both Minhag and Takanoth have a significant role 
but only within the circumscribed area assigned to them 
by Halachah (see Sdey Chemed on Minhag, for 
instance). 

However, Dr. Steiman goes even further in pro
pounding the flexibility of Halachah; he is of the view 
that Rabbinic authorities-such as the Maharil-do 
not merely interpret the Halachah, hut actually reinter
pret it to make it viable to meet the challenging needs 
of the times. "The Maharil very often took a lenient 
attitude even though the letter of the Jaw was against 
it" (Introduction), and Dr. Sleiman claims that this 
was "when he felt a law had to be adjusted to meet 
the difficult conditions of Jewish life in the fifteenth 
century" (p. J 23); on the other hand "he was equally 
adamant to preserve the law from being treated lightly 
... even if this meant taking a stricter view than the 
law" (p. 123). In proof of this approach, Dr. Sleiman 
ascribes many rulings of the Maharil to his personal 
feelmgs and to economic and political conditions 
whereas in reality they represent the application of 
gener~lly valid objective halachic principles and, more
over, m many cases did not originate with the Maharil 
but much earlier authorities. Some of Dr. Steiman's 
Hinterpretations" of legal rulings are in fact quite ridic
ulous (e.g. concerning the woman's question at the 
Seder, p. 72, the question of a Chazan who is still a 
minor, p. 78, bathing and haircutting on Friday after
noon, p. 83). 

Dr. Steiman actually offers a number of instances 
where, in his opinion, the Maharil decided contrary 
to ·the Law. Not one of these cases, I am afraid, can 
stand up to scrutiny. One example will suffice: "He 
allowed food to be kept on top of the stove on Sabbath 
eve . . . even though he stated this was against the 
Haloc-hah" (p. 122). The actual language in the Sefer 
Maharil is: "It does seem to me completely permissi
ble . . . because it is only permitted if the food stays 
hot, but most times the Gentile (stoker) falls asleep 
and it cools off completely ... and the Sefer Trumoh 
only. permits it in case of special need." Obviously, 
leavmg the food on top of the stove is not, per se, 
forbidden-and therefore in case of need the Maharil 
followed the Sefer Trumoh, undoubtedly making sure 
the food would stay hot. 

A good many of Dr. Steiman's examples merely in
dicate the author's limitations in Rabbinic scholarship. 



Thus he is not aware that the remarks about the 
Chalitzah shoe, which he considers such a "dramatic" 
statement of the Maharil's views, are actually a mere 
summary of the Talmudic passage in Y evamos 102a 
-and neither the Maharil nor the Talmud itself permit 
the use of a shoe not approved by the Bible. More 
surprising than Dr. Steiman's misunderstanding of this 
passage are a number of other glaring misunderstand
ings of the text of the Sefer Maharil: 'The greeting 
Shalom is never to be written. full, for the vov is part 
of the divine name" (p. 88), " ... visiting the graves 
of loved ones on Tishah Be'Av" (p. 100), "according 
to the tradition the Shofar could only be sounded in 
the presence of at least ten men" (p. 113). 

IN CONCLUSION, IT JS TO BE REGRETTED THAT, JN 

delineating the personality and teachings of the Maharil 
-a most worthwhile and important undertaking-Dr. 
Steiman assigned to him a role which he never assumed. 
The Maharil crystallized the Minhag Ashkenaz, defined 
it, applied it to new problems of his time, made it 
generally known, and assured the community's com
pliance with it. In this sense Dr. Steiman's thesis of 
"survival through custom" is certainly correct, and the 
Mahuril's vital place in Jewish history assured. But 
he was not the creator of the Minhag Ashkenaz, nor 
did he adapt it to the needs of his age. At no time 
were the authentic Rabbinic leaders of our people in
novators or "adapters"-and one cannot escape the 
slight suspicion that, in presenting them in this light, 
a present-day writer is influenced by the desire to find 
a respectable ancestry for modern efforts to assure 
Jewish survival by innovations or adaptation. 

WORLD LOST, by Rabbi Ahron Jeruchem (Sinai 
Publishing Society, 272 W. 86th St., N. Y. C.). 

THE SLIM VOLUME, SUBTJHED "THE WAY OF LIFE 
and Thought in Jewish Eastern Europe, with Reflec
-tions on its Tragic End/' is a most moving work-a 
paean to a world that is no more. In the preface the 
author stresses that he did not mean to write "an 
epitaph on a glorious age, but a challenge for times to 
come." (p. 19) 'The end of European Jewry spells 
great peril. lt is therefore upon us, the remnants ... 
to pass it along . . . to show our children what their 
valiant forefathers looked like . . . to induce them 
to take up their work." With this object in mind, 
the author talks about such topics as "the uniform," 
"inward otherness," "personification of faith," "the 
stewardess of the home," "the power to say no," and 
"preferring the 1asting over the passing." He does 
not philosophize, nor does he preach-in simple 
eloquent, if sometimes a little awkward language he 
endeavors to describe the day-by-day life, ideas and 
ideals of Eastern Europe. 

Paid Political Advertisement -----: 

~~GIMME'' 
Something dangerous has hap· 

pened to this country - spread of 
the cowardly idea that the world 
owes you and me a living just he· 
cause we are here. 

Socialists love to mouth the 
DECLARATION "Life, Liberty and 
Happiness" hut they omit the most 
important word - "Pursuit." Pur· 
suit takes energy and intestinal forti· 
tude which heatnicks and rabble· 
rousers and their ilk haven't got and 
haven't the courage to acquire. 

The refrain is familiar, "Auto· 
mation took my job of blacksmith 
or ice-man or whatever, so you owe 
me relief." Political Conservatives 
say, get out and mend shoes or sell 
vegetables or repair radios, and if 
you haven't got a skill, be the best 
floor-sweeper or day-laborer in town 
- and you'll get along. 

If you or I drop out of school 
or won't go to night-school because 
it's too hard, whose fault is it that 
we haven't got a job or a salable 
skill, but your's or mine? 

This once-great nation was built 
on self-respect, self-reliance, not self. 
pity. "Gimme" can wreck it. 

For further information please 
contact: 

Henry C. Litchfield 
400 Madison Ave. 
New York City 
MUrray Hill 8-6188 
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I N RETROSPECT the author somewhat deceives 
himself. The Twentieth Century did not see such 

utterly monolithic, stable and perfect Eastern Eu
ropean Jewry as the author describes. But this does 
not really matter--even if it was not as perfect as the 
author would have it, it still stands as a challenge 
worth taking up. Even if Krakow or Warsaw of the 
Nineteen Twenties lacked some of the glory that the 
author ascribes to the entire East, Jewish life there 
attained heights of which we can only dream. Even 
if not every single Jew personified holiness, saints and 
sages moulded the face of the community and "estab
lished many disciples" (in fact, it is their sayings and 
deeds, recounted in large numbers in this book which 
help make it such thoughtful reading). 

world he has encountered in its pages. But it is easier 
to dream of a golden life than to create it. In order 
to respond courageously to the challenge which our 
author offers, it is important to realize that Eastern 
Jewry, too, had its temptations, its problems, its fail
ures, particularly in the last generations. Such a 
realization will make its situation more comparable to 
what we face in America-and will bring it home to 
us that if Eastern Jewry could attain snch heights, 
despite its problems, so can we. 

Whv mention at all the fact that the author has 
some~hat over-simplified his subject? The reason is 
obvious. Anybody who goes through this book will 
lay it down with a feeling of deep reverence for the 

Of course, there are differences, and more than a 
mere recollection of the past is needed to create within 
the American environment the strong Torah community 
that we need. A great deal of Torah wisdom and 
Torah guidance will be required to achieve this goal. 
But in order to work for it we must at least see the 
challenge before us-and for presenting it so touchingly 
the author deserves our sincere appreciation. 

Mapam 
and Mixed-Marriage 

If an episode which recently oc
curred in the Mapam Kibbutz Gan 
Shmuel, had occurred-in slightly 
different form-in a non-Kibbutz 
community, a veritable torrent of 
hate would now be raining down 
again on the heads of the Israeli 
Rabbinate, religious Jewry, and the 
"religious fanatics" in general. We 
would be in the midst of another 
cause celebre in the ongoing "holy 
war" for civil Hberties directed 
against the "clericalists." 

It seems that a Jewish girl from 
the Mapai Kibbutz Givath Hashlo
sha fell in love with a young Arab 
from the area. Despite parental op
position, the pair were married (the 
type of marriage isn't clear), where
upon the Kibbutz expelled them. 
The girl's pleas that she had in no 
way sinned against Kibbutz ideo
logy; that she had been taught that 
religion was a thing of the past; 
that her Arab husband wanted to 
work in the Kibbutz with her
all apparently fell on deaf ears. She 
was given an option: "'Choose be
tween the Arab and the Kibbutz." 

Since however, the girl's parents 
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SECOND 
l 0 0 KS 
at the Jewish scene 

by Ben-Meir 

had contributed much to the pro
gress of the Kibbutz, the Kibbutz 
purchased an apartment for the 
couple in Chadera, and even at
tempted to provide a job for the 
husband. 

A child was born. Several months 
later, the couple found adjustment 
to city life too difficult, and applied 
to another Kibbutz-this time the 
militantly anti-religious Mapam Kib
butz Gan Shmuel-for admission as 
members. 

Now, as even "'infants in their 
cribs" know, Mapam is in the fore
front of the struggle for the institution 
of civil marriage in the State of Israel. 

It is the most vociferous, the bitter
est and most constant opponent of 
Rabbinic control over marriage. 
When Christian wives of mixed fam
ilies, who recently arrived in Israel, 
refused to be converted to Judaism 
-and the Rabbinate refused to 
validate such marriages-no con
demnation could have been more 
vituperative and frenzied than that 
which Mapam heaped upon the 
Rabbinate and Torah law in general. 

The fact that the Rabbinate was 
extremely lenient in making such 
conversions possible (lenient to the 
point that its procedures were alas 
open to grave criticism on halachic 
grounds) made not the slightest dif
ference, in Mapam's judgment. To 
Mapam, the only acceptable solution 
was, either for the Rabbinate to 
validate such marriages-with or 
without conversion-or for institut
ing civil marriage. 

On the other hand, in the present 
instance, the poor Arab involved 
was ready to accept all the "dinim 
and duties of the Mapam Shulchan 
Aruch" (David Plinker-The Day
Morning Journal-Sept. 3). In the 
Mapam sense he was---one might 
say-willing to become a conscien
tious Marxist. He was just unwiUing 
to fraudulently be converted to the 



~---------------------- Paid Political Advertisement -----------------------, 

A LETTER FROM HARRY GOLDEN 
Have I a right to say a word about the Senatorial 

campaign in New York? 

Well, let us look at it this l(.)ay. illy book, Only 
in America, about the Lower East Side of New York. 
is being used as a textbook (Studies in the An1.erican 
Essay) in Oller 2,0fJO A111erican High Schools. For 
2c Plain has been transluted into Japanese, Arabi1~, 
Hintli, Hebreio, Spanish, and Ger1nan. 

I live in North Carolina, hut I have an advantage 
over so many of our brothers and sisters of the 
past. They had to go to the Thalia or the Windsor 
to hear J.,UDWIG SATZ sing lch benk a heim .• Mod~ 
ern communication and transportation has given us 
this great privilege. I can come _.back home" as 

often as I feel Jik,~ it - in a matter of two hours. 

I uni. 'listurbl'-11 that Ken11t>th Keating, running for 
8en(tlOr in the State of Nen1 York, re111ains silent 
about his party's candidate after Senator Barry C..old
tvater's hyphe11uted-A1nerican speech in a suburb of 
Pittsburgh on October 5th. What kind of a carpf'C· 
bagper is that tvho stands still for Gof,lwater's refer
ence to n1.ost of the citizens of this state as "hyphe
natell A1nericans?~' 

"The ]ohhyists of the minority groups are running 
this country," ~aid (;oldwater, echoing the words of 
the racist Charlestown 1Vews and Courier: HAt ]aiil a 

candidate for the White Anglo-Saxons." 

We haven't l:eard that phrase, "hyphenatetl 
A1nericans," since the 1916 ca111paign. 

Senator Keating says he is a hero for remaining 
siJent about Barry Goldwater. At least the racist 
Strom Thurmond is less cynical. Old Stl'Om took 
the plunge, left the Democrati(', Party and he is 
now a Republi~an. 

Senator Keating thinks Ids silence is enough. But 
it was not enough for Al S1nith, a Catholic who went 
into the New York Hippodro1ne and told an audience 
of thousands that Father Coughlin speaks only for 
hfnu;el/, an'l that he, Al Smith, condemns the priest 
for his racist views. And silence was not enough for 
Wendell W'ilkie. When the hate-1nonger Geraltl I~. 

K. Sniith ca1ne cut for the Republican, Mr. Wilkie 
l!;sued a state11le11t, "I don't have to be the Presitlent, 
but I tDill have to look rnyself in the 1nirror, and 
I do not rflant Cerald L. K. S1n.ith or any of his 
kind to vote for me." 

And now we come to Robert F. Kennedy. Forgive 
1ne if I get a hit sentin1ental, I love him like a 
brother. I spent nbout ten days with him in 1962. 
J-)(~ had no idea he would be plugging for votes 
himself in 1964. Ml'. Kennedy's brother was in the 
Wh~to Ilouse. His only thought was to serve the 
Presiclent. He was not trying to impress me - why 
should he? He said matter-of-factly, "The aclminis
lration has changed the Eisenhower J)Oliey, we have 
given the Hawk missi1e for the defense of Israel." 
t\nd he added, "'You know my younger brother 
Teddy made us all Zionists." 

But 1ny love for Robert F. Kennetly is not lJnly 
as a /PW but as a liberal, one who is deeply inter
ested in trade-unionism,, in 1nedical insurance, in 
liberalizing tlu~ i1nmigraton larf's, and in standing in 
the trallition of Herbert Leh1nan anti Elt>anor Roose
ve:lt. Tht> gre:atel>t joy of 1ny life was that I becarne 
a frienll of Herbert H. Lehnran and Eleanor Roose
velt. I would do injustice t.o their 1n.e111ory if I ditl 
not lu>fieve wi·th all rny heart and soul that Robert 
F. Kt>nnedr is tludr lo[!ical successor. 

Harry Colden 

* Vote for JOHN SON 
HUMPHREY and KENNEDY 
VOLUNTEERS FOR JOHNSON, HUMPHREY & KENNEDY, 9 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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The Most Exciting 
Event In 

Bible Printing 
In 400Years 

KOREN BIBLE 
Pubfished in the 

land of the Bible 

NOW AVAILABLE IN 
$ DIFFFERENT EDITIONS * 

all printed in the newly 
created, distinct and 

beautiful Iiebrew lettering 
by Koren ·-----------, I The Jerusalem Tenach Inc. I 

I 250 West 57th Street, I 
• New York, N. Y. 10019 . 
I Please send items checked: I 
I D 3-Vol. Family Bible I 

(each 9"xl4") ........ $58.00 I 
1
1 

D 1-Vol. Bible I 
(9"xl4"l . . .. 28.oo I 

I D l·Vol. Torah I 
I (9"xl4"l .............. 15.oo I 
I · D 1-Vol. Bible for Schools I 
I (5"x7"l ..... 4.70 I 
I D 1-Vol. Humash and I 
I Haftaroth (5"x7") . 2.40 I 
I D l·Vol. Pocket Edition I 
I (4"x6"l .... 2.9s I 
I D Set of Five Megilloth, I 
I English and Hebrew I 
I (10" highl . s.95 

I D Inlaid Olive Wood Ark I 
. containing three volumes I 

I of the Tenach, English ·• II translation, and Family 
Record .................... 375.00 II 

: D Send Illustrated Folder : 

I D Check enclosed I 
I D Charge I 
I I 
I N•me I 
I I I Street·-----·--~-- I 

! City State Zip Code I 
'"1'. ~ 

-----.----

Jewish religion. Could Mapam-of 
all groups-fault him-much less 
reject him, together with his wife, 
who was herself a daughter of Kib
butz ideology? 

In a Marxist-secularist view of 
things-what ought one to call such 
an act other than barbarous-racist
ic? Why, for acts not one-tenth as 
"dastardly", for acts which were 
dictated by a Torah conscience 
(which is at least intelligible in its 

~;...: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :-:-:-:-:-:-:-: .. : .. : .. : .. : ... ;· 
y y 
·,· Interment In The Holy Land .,. 
y y 
.,. Possible Within 24 Hours .,. •f ,. 

::: PINCUS MANDEL ::: 
A A .i. Cemetery Consultant .i. 
A 'I' A A A 
•i• Representing Chevr;i Kadisha .i,. .. . . 
• i. Haraishis \PH~klalis Perushim .i. A A •i• Ashkcnazitn f)' Jerus:ilem .) 
x T I 
.:. Over 35 years experience in ·!· A A 
.•. all cemetery matters. Recom- ·'· J. J • • •. mended by prominent Orthodox .•. 
:l: Rabbis. All arrangements per- :l: 
:l: fTormed in strictly Orthodox :l: 
.:. raditions. .:. 
6 'I' A 
A ~ 

·'· Pincus Mandel ·'· ' ~ A ~ .•. 111 PENN STREET.•. 
A I A .•. Brook yn, New York 11211 .;. 
:l: Day & Nite Phones: UL 5-5121 :;: 
A A 
·!-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: ... :-:-:-:-: ... :-:-:-:-:-:-:-~ 

terms), the Rabbinate has been 
"hanged and quartered!" 

What was the decision of the 
Mapam Kibbutz? 

There were passionate debates for 
long months. 

The final vote was: 120 against 
accepting the couple into Kibbutz 
membership - 80 for accepting 
them. 

One is tempted to ask: "Who 
is more fanatic, Meah She'arim or 
Kibbutz Gan Shmuel?" 

Who is more fanatic, Meah She
'arim, when it says (in the name 
of our Gd-given Torah) to des
ecrators of Shabbos who invade its 
streets: "Go elsewhere;" or Gan 
Shmuel, when it says (in the name 
of Marxist-secularist nationalism) 
to a mixed couple (of whom the 
wife is herself a Kibbutz product) : 
"Go elsewhere." 

But we would rather not ask the 
question. 

There are times when the incon
sistency of our non...:religious brothers 
is welcome to us. They would be 
surprised to hear that we fervently 
pray that-in this direction-they 
may become even more inconsistent. 

Though we wrestle with them, we 
have not lost the faith, that deep 
below their own consciousness, the 
ancestral wellsprings of Jewish holi
ness still ft ow. 

~~~~ 
World's Largest ~ Camera Store 

11:1!1/ ,~,!II 

1/~!l ,YtYef~t (t/aJne1Yct fu;cft£t/nl/e 
Complete Line of Cameros and Photo Supplies 

120 WALL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Telephone: WH 4-0001 

Wholesale • Mail Order • Retail 
Special Reductions to all Readers of "The Jewish Observer" 



LET US HEAR FROM YOU 

!he Jewish Observer invites your comments on 
issues discussed in our columns. Letters addressed 
to the Editor should be brief and preferably typed, 
double-spaced, to insure legibility. Letters must be 
signed but the writer's name may be witheld on request. 

Your reactions are essential to the vitality 
of !he ~ewisg Q£~~Eyer and we earnestly solicit your 
correspondence. 

Public School Prayer 

To the Editor: 

Mr. Reuben E. Gross, who urges 
support for the Becker Amendment 
in your last issue, is an attorney 
while 1 am layman ... Neverthe
less, I am writing to oppose vehe
mently Mr. Gross' position and to 
urge . . . the defeat of the Becker 
Amendment as detrimental to our 
interest as J cws and to our demo
cratic principles as Americans. 

Mr. Gross ... lists clearly all the 
dangers possible if such an amend
ment to our Constitution were 
adopted. He supports the position 
of the Union for a moment of 
silence as a positive approach and as 
"a position which Torah-true Jews 
may urge in safety and good con
science" (the Union position is not 
in support of the Becker Amend
ment and is in reality an attempt 
to solve the problem in another 
way). He specifically states that 
while we should not oppose religious 
programming in the public schools, 
nevertheless it is not deserving of 
our support. This in itself is con
tracditory because non-opposition 
is in reality support of a position. 

And without solving the problems 
which he himself raises, without 
taking into account the further fact 
that the Becker Amendment has 
won the support of so many of the 
reactionary elements in our society, 
without considering the dangers of 
tampering with a Bill of Rights 

which has protected us for close to 
two ccnturics-M r. Gross publicly 
asks all Orthodox Jews and Jewish 
organizations lo support the Becker 
Amendment. 

.In his final words, he urges '(care 
to obtain unequivocal safeguards 
against sectarian exploitation of the 
privileges created under such an 
amendment.'' Mr. Gross would 
amend our Constitution and set a 
precedent of tampering with our 
public school system with the pious 
hope that such a course of action 
will not lead to abuses and to the 
exploitation of the religious freedom 
of all Americans. 

I would rather follow the position 
of many organizations both in the 
Jewish and non-Jewish community 
and agree with the majority of the 
Supreme Court that the only true 
guarantee for our wc1farc as Amer
icans and as Jews is to keep sacred 
the freedoms in the Bill of Rights 
and, as Orthodox Jews, to put our 
hopes and our efforts toward incul
cating into our children a belief in 
G-d and His Torah, into our homes, 
our Synagogues, and our Religious 
Schools. 

RABBI PHILIP KAPLAN 

Colchester, Conn. 

To the Editor: 

In regard to the controversy on 
prayers in public schools, why 
couldn't a class in Ethics be sub
situted, for one hour a week? After 
all, that is the result which all 

religions (and all atheists) ... seek 
to instill in their children. A one
minutc prayer has never and will 
never make a saint of a child. 
Ethics is strictly a non-demonina
tional subject which all people can 
subscribe to regardless of belief. 

J. ALEXANDER 

Washington, D.C. 

Yeshiva-Drop-outs 
To the Editor: 

I have just completed the article 
by Nisson Wolpin. Prescription for 
Yeshiva Dropouts in your May 
issue. 

His attack on Judy and Jeremy, 
Jervish Mother Goose, et. al. is 
thoroughly unwarranted. Th c s e 
wonderful materials provide parents 
with excellent take-off points to in
troduce and explain many 111itzvohs 
and customs to small children. 
Should small children not be ap
proached childishly? 

As to his derision of materialism, 
everyone enjoys comforts. AH our 
Torah heroes were blessed with 
wealth. Perhaps if Avraham A vi nu 

RUDY TEPEL 
ORCHESTRA 

1921 AVENUE K 
Brooklyn. N .Y. 

ES 7·0654 

Music For All Occasions 
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Gootl News! 
The Second Edition of 

ETHICS FROM SINAI 
Volume I 

by IRVING M. BUNIM 
is now ready. 

This valuable contribution to 
Jewish learning has been most 
favorably received by many Torah 
authorities. It has become a must 
in every Jewish home. This volume 
was also published in Braille for 
the blind. $6.50 

THE COMMENTARY OF 
IBN EZRA ON ISAIAH 

M Edited from mss. and translated 
,,._ with a biography of lbn Ezra, 
n.. notes and indexes 
~ by MICHAEL FRIEDLANDER 

This is a reprint of a classic 
which was out of print for many 
years. 2 parts in one vol. $7.50 n 
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Hebrew text, English translation 
and commentary 

by MARCUS NATHAN ADLER 
The classic edition of the famous 

; 111 i'~·::: ,., ;II' li1).'li~ .,o: 
;:- nn~r..1 niiim cy $6.00 
I! Also available again a new 
a edition of 

c•IM~K'l c•imi :iii;i:i 
:: )KO"i1 j'1i1K :l'1i1 MK!:I 
Cl comprising the biographies of all 
c- the Rabbis and other persons 
M mentioned in Rabbinic literature. 
J:... Compiled from Talmudic and 
n... Midrashic sources and arranged 

alphabetically. 3 vols. $17.50 r 
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CHACHME ASHKENAZ 
by HERMAN SCHWAB 

A concise record of the life and 
work of Orthodox Jewish scholars 
of Germany from the 18th to the 
2oth cenlu,y. $3.00 

JEWISH LIFE IN 
AUSTRIA IN THE 

XV CENTURY 
by DR. SHLOMO EIDELBERG 

r- as reflected in the legal writings 
"' of Rabbi Israel lsserlein, the 
P. 11oin ri~iin and his contempo-
0 raries. A most important contri-

p 

bution to the History of the Jews 
in Germany and Austria $3.75 
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were living today, he might be 
driving a new model car too. 

Why then are children today not 
immersed in Torah as he feels they 
should be? Because Dad screams 
Daven! while he talks his head off 
in shuJ, and curls up with "True" 
magazine when he should be learn
ing with his son. 

Until parents are willing to show, 
by their example, sincerity and true 
cornrnittment, "'prescriptions" will 
only be a superficial answer. 

MIRIAM DANZIGER 
Flushing, New York 

Universal Jewish History 
To the Editor: 

Re: Review of Universal Jewish 
History, Vol. 2 (THE JEWISH 
OBSERVER, June 1964). 

. The reply of the Book Editor 
makes a rejoinder necessary. 

1 ) The reviewer admits that his 
quotation of the words of Reb 
Abron Kotler was not correct. He 
maintains that this is insignificant 
since the statement of Reb Abron 
Kotler de facto refers also to the 
matriarchs. 

This, however, is not in accord 
with the words of Reb Abron Kot
ler. His very strong statement: 
"If there had been even the smallest 
shortcoming in them , the whole 
nature of the Jewish people would 
have been different," refers solely 
to the three patriarchs. Consequent
ly it could not be quoted at all in 
connection with the incident of 

Taharas Hamishpocha 
Booklet Available Free 

To accommodate the in
creasing interest in Taharas 
Hamishpocha, a free 76-page 
book, JEWISH FAMILY LIFE is 
once again being distributed 
by Agudath Israel of America. 
JEWISH FAMILY LIFE, now 
published in its 8th revised 
edition by the Spero Founda
tion, is the work of Dr. Sidney 
B. Hoenig. 

The book, of which Agu
dath Israel has already distri
buted thousands of copies, has 
won worldwide acclaim as the 
outstanding source of informa
tion in the English language 
on the meaning and practice 
of the traditional sanctity of 
Jewish married family life. 

Jewish couples can obtain a 
free copy by sending I 0 cents 
to cover shipping costs to: 
Religious Observance Division 
Agudath Israel of America, 
5 Beekman Street, New York, 
N. Y. 10038. 



Paid Political Advertisement 

TEN QUESTIONS 
for Mr. Kennedy to answer 

1 Mr. Kennedy, you stated that as Attorney Genera) 
• and brother of the )ate President, you participated 

p'tominently in decisions regarding U. S. foreign policy. 
Can you explain why the Administration broke pledges 
to bring about a direct peace talk between Israel and 
the Arabs? Why did the U. S. Delegation in the United 
Nations vote against the Brazzaville resolution calling 
upon the Arabs lo negotiate for peace with Israel? 

2. In 1962 Syria made repeated attacks on Israel, kill· 
ing a nuniber of Jews. The Israeli Army counter

attacked and destroyed the base from which the Syrian 
nttacks were mounted. The U. S. Delegation then sub
mitted a resolution to the U.N. condemning Israel as an 
aggressor without even referring to the Syrian provoca· 
lions. What did you do to stop such a one-sided con· 
demnation? 

3. As Attorney General, you had the responsibility 
of branding as un·American, groups which were 

l~ommitted to the destruction of America's principles and 
ideals. Why did you not stamp as anti-Ameril'an the 
pro-Arab groups which are C'arrying on incitement against 
Americri-Israel relations and against American Jews 

4. As Attorney General, w-hy did you not insist upon 
the reghtration as foreign agents, of Arab students 

who were paid to disseminate anti-Israel propaganda on 
heha1f of Nasser's Arab League? Why did you ignore 
this propaganda network which Senator Keating exposed 
on the Senate floor? 

5. Why did you not act upon the demand of Senator 
Keating that Rockwell's Nazi Party he designated 

a subversive nnd cn-AmPrican organization? Are tlte 
American Nnzi-Fascists less dangerous than the Com· 
munists? 

6. Congress voted to withhold financial support from 
aggressor governments ·which threaten the security 

of their neighbors. Nasser has publicly demanded the 
~xtermination of Israel and urged the organization of 
an Arab refugee army for sabotage and attack on Israel. 
"Why did you, as chief legal officer of the United States, 
permit the Foreign Assistance Act to he violated and 
aid -to go on to Nasser? 

7. What did you do to have the Administration de· 
mand fram Germany the recall of the German 

scientists and technicians, former Nazis, who are pro· 
ducing missiles and rockets for Nasser to destroy Israel 
and 2 miHion Jews? 

VOTE 
SENATOR 

8. When you recently visited Germany you declared: 
"'lch bin ein Berliner/' (I am a Berliner.) Did 

you then urge the German Government to recall its 
scientists from Egypt where they are bent on destroying 
ls•ael and 2 million Jews? 

9. As Attorney General, you and your predecessors 
declared in court that the Swiss company, Inter· 

handel, was a l'lazi front for the German company. 
(;eneral Aniline Farhen. Why, then, did you settle with 
Interhandel by turning over to it 60 million dollars of 
American war assets? Did you not know that the Gen· 
eral Aniline Farhen Company, for which Interhandel 
\\';:Is fronting, was engaged in providing Hitler with war 
material and poison gas for his crematoria where 6 
million Jews were put to death? Why did you not wait 
to let the American courts establish the true ownership 
of Jnterhandel and prevent the Nazis from henefitting 
fr;)m this dea]? 

1 0 The SenafP. went on reC'ord C'ondemning Soviet 
• Russia for persecuting the Jews. The State De· 

partment, however, pressured Congress to water down 
the resolution. What did you do to exercise leadership 
o:;i this moral question? "\"i/hat dit1 you do to encournir,e 
the mighty voice of Amedca to live up to its traditions 
and to protest a gain st the persecution of Jews in Soviet 
Russia? 

You Can Split Your Ticket 

and Vote for 

REPUBLICAN 

Kenneth B. Keating 

2A 0 

Column A - 2nd Line 

FOR 
KEATING 

A Creat Statesman, Liberal and Proven Friend 
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Rachel and the terofim, even though 
also the moral and spiritual height 
of the matriarchs is beyond doubt. 

2) The reviewer furthermore 
maintains that this statement of Reb 
Ahron Kotler "is very much in line" 
with the principle established and 
applied by S. R. Hirsch that the 
Torah does not depict the patriarchs 
as perfect ideals but with their hu
man weaknesses, errors and faults. 
This seems impossible. It is quite 
obvious that these two opinions are 
irreconcilab1y contradictory. 

3) Finally the reviewer main
tains that, in discussing the failings 
of the patriarchs, S. R. Hirsch 
relies on the guidance of the Sages 
which means that he does in this 
respect not rely on his own judg-

GEFEN'S 
Dairy Restaurant 

1"1~tv <iciw 

297 SEVENTH A VENUE 
(near 27th Street) 

New York City 

• 
Cholov Yisroel, Mehadrin Cream 
Available, Home cooking and 

baking done on premises 

Full course dinners from 
4,30.s,30 P.M. 

Alf foods put up fo fake ouf 

• 
Call: WA 4°1977 

ment. This again is not in accord 
with the facts. See e.g. the Com
mentary on Gen. 25:27 and 25:28 
where S. R. Hirsch assumes failings 
of the Ovos without any support by 
a Ma'amar Chazal. 

4) All this leads to the conclu
sion that neither the words of Reb 
Ahron Kotler nor the opinion of 
S. R. Hirsch can justify the severe 
criticism of the reviewer regarding 
the incident of Rachel and the 
terofim. 

RABBI PH. BIBERFELD 

New York City 

Our Book Editor replies: 
I. Whether the one quotation 

that Dr. Biberfeld criticizes should 
or should not have been quoted at 
all is a question of judgment which 
I leave to any reader of Reb Ahron 
Kotler's speech. However. I take 
it from his silence that Dr. Biber
fcld has no quarrel with the half 

todl\cr·~ 
1t<?<J f or~)t ~()f~r 

.'.!15 EIGHTH STR<.!-'.'r o:: l.AKEWoop, NEW Jl':RSt::Y 

The Ultimate in Glatt 
KOSHER CUISINE 

We cater to 
Bar-Mitzvahs and 
Conventions 

a dozen other quotations of mine 
-which clearly show that Reb 
Abron Kotler's general thesis ap
plies just as much to the matriarchs 
as to the patriarchs. This and this 
alone, is the essential question in
volved. 

2. I never said that Reh Abron 
Kotler's statement "is very much 
in line with the principle established 
and applied by S. R. Hirsch that 
the Torah does not depict the 
patriarchs as perfect ideals . ... " 
I said that "it is very much in line 
with Reb A hron Kot/er's point that 
Rabbi S. R. Hirsch discusses the 
temptations and failings of the 
Ovos with the utmost diffidence, 
relying for guidance upon Chazal or 
Ra1nban." 

3. In Braishis 25:27. Rabbi S. 
R. Hirsch specifically bases his 
critique of the Ovos upon his un .... 
derstanding of a Ma'amar Chazal, 
and in 25:28, he does give his own 
explanation of why Yitzchok and 
Rivkah differed in their feelings
but he merely followed in the foot
steps of Chazal who also assigned 
explanations (see B'raishis Rab
bah 63) and saw Yitzchok as 

DIAGNOSTIC 
& COUNSELING 

SERVICE 
for Jewish Children & Adults 

by professionally & religiously 
qualified personnel 

* Special rates for Yeshivos 
and Talmud Torahs 

TR 9.7300 

JOIN 
The legion of Torah-Loyal Jews 
Led By The Torah Authorities! 
Mail your $8 national membership 

dues to: 
Private Beach, Pool Cabana Transfers to and from Hotel AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA 

5 Beekman Street Club, 21" TY in Every Room Luxurious Room & Meals 

New York, N. Y. 10038 
!t's always "SHOW *30 of 
TIME" at WALDMAN's 133 rooms 

. ' 
Miami Beach Phone: JE 8-5731 
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worthy of criticism for his feelings 
(Koheles, Rabbosi 4). 

However, I must emphasize that 
these are an side issues, minor com
pared to the central point which 
I raised: can we propound that one 
of our matriarchs acted under the 
influence of idolatry? I believe 
that such a view is incompatible 
with a proper understanding of our 
forefathers, and dangerous in ad
ding to the confusion of the minds. 
I have therefore felt compelled to 
make this point-without, as I 
want to stress again in closing this 
discussion, detracting from the im
portance and excellence of Dr. 
Bibe1feld's work in general or his 
latest book in particular. 

An Unpopular Position 
To the Editor: 

Enclosed is my subscription re
newal for your second year. The 
other day (October 2nd) I came 
across a news-item in The Nevv 
York "fhnes which vindicates an un
popular position that your magazine 
took regarding the highly publicized 
Washington conference on Soviet 
Jews. Your readers will be interest
ed in the following exact quote from 
that news report of a speech at the 
national convention of the Zionist 
Organization of America: 

As an illustration, Dr. Max 
Nussbaum (president of Z. 0. 
A.) called attention to a spe-

cial conference on Soviet Jews 
here last February that was 
sponsored by 24 Jewish reli
gious and secular groups. He 
said resolutions were passed 
but nothing had been accom
plished since then because of 
the insistence of each organ
ization on maintaining its own 
individual position. 

"The objective of the con
ference of Soviet Jews," he 
said, "namely, to aid 3 million 
Jews of the Soviet Union 
against discrimination, has now 
almost been forgotten in the 
shuffle." 

It is to be regreted that these 
organizations have been fa11ing over 
each other in a race for publicity 
on such a serious issue where Jewish 
Jives are involved, instead of pursu
ing the course that you have been 
re~ommending of quiet diplomacy. 

A. DEMBITZER 

Brooklyn, New York 

On or about November l st, 
Leo Friedman, Business M·a
chines and Office Equipment, 
now located at J U n i o n 
Square, New York, N. Y. will 
open a new showroom and 
repair shop at J 68 Chambers 
Street, New York 7, N. Y. 
RE 2-7131 AL 5-6234 

Rabbi Shlomo Lorincz 
Agudist Leader to 

Visit U. S. 
The distinguished Agudist 

leader from Eretz Yisroel, 
Rabbi Shlomo Lorincz, mem
ber of Knesset, will arrive next 
month on a 3-week lecture 
tour of the United States. Rab
bi Lorincz is one of the most 
popular militant leaders of the 
Torah Yishuv and has sparked 
many noteworthy constructive 
projects in the Holy Land. 
Heading the list of his accom
plishments is the founding of 
the religious settlement in the 
Negev "Komemiut" and the 
famed "Sdei Chemed Chil
dren's Village" near Rishon 
Lezion. 

"QUALITY PICTURES 

FOR ALL OCCASIONS" 

dJovo StuJios 
212 SY 2-2977 

Orthodox Families Are Moving to 
Riverdale, Bronx, New York 

5 Rooms, in new two-story family 
house, private entrance, Orthodox 

Congregation, shopping, transporta
tion. access to Yeshivas - $145. 

Contact Rabbi Danziger - Kl 9-1577 

Join the Agudist Benevolent Society 
ff7e off<!r a service that is a necessity 

Have you seen the interesting Orthodox 
English-Yiddish bi-weekly published in London? 

to every Jewish faniily 
l. Complete cemetery and funeral benefits to 

members and their families 
2. Free Loan Fund available to members 
3. Bikur Cholim Committee 
4. Low cost group Life Insurance 

Write or call our office: 

AGUDIST BENEVOLENT SOCIETY 
5 Beekman St., New York 38. N. Y., WO 4-1620 

Open to Agudath Israel A1.e1nbers 

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO THE 

"JEWISH TRIBUNE" 
news and views from the world of Orthodox Jewry ,. 

Annual Subscrip'fion: 

$5 surface mail: $8 airmail ,. 
Wrife for free sample copy fo: 

Jewish Tribune 
55 Amhurst Park London N. 16, England 
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World Congress of Agudist Women Held in Jerusalem 
Thousands of Orthodox women from 

every part of the world participated in 
the World Congress of N'shei Agudath 
Israel, which took place in Jerusalem 
simultaneous with the Knessia Gedola 
in July. The Agudist Women met in 
separate sessions, and deliberated on 
problems facing the Jewish woman in 
every part of the world. 

The opening session was an impressive 
demonstration of the bonds of the Torah
loyal Jewish woman to genuine Yid
dishkeit. The thousands of participants 
enthusiastically listened to greetings from 
the leaders of the Bais Yaakov movement 
in Israel, and from Rabbi L. Kahanow 
of the United States and Rabbi A. 
Donner of England. Leaders of the Wo
men's Agudist Organization from Israel, 
Europe and the United States also spoke, 
including Mrs. B. Sorotzkin of Cleve
land. The speakers stressed the important 
role the Jewish woman plays in Judaism, 
and the necessity of the N'shei Agudath 
Israel World Movement to mobilize the 
huge potential force of Jewish women 
for united, purposeful activity. 

The working session of the interna
tional conclave was opened with an 
introductory address on the Tor ah as
pects of social welfare by Rabbi Moshe 
Porush, veteran Agudist leader and Vice
Mayor of Jerusalem. Mrs. William K. 
Friedman brought a message from the 

N'shei organization of the United States, 
in which she reported on the multi
faceted activities of the American organ
ization in providing help to the N'shei 
institutions in Israel, as wen as on the 
American scene. The representatives of 
the N'shei Organization of Israel moved 
the entire assemblage with their reports 
on the huge accomplishment<; in the field 
of children's homes, as a result of which 
many hundreds of children have been 
saved from the missionaries. Delegates 
from various European and South Amer
ican countries also reported on their 
activities. 

One entire session of the conclave was 
devoted to Chinuch Atzmai. Delegates 
took great pride from the knowledge 
that many of the young girls studying 
in Chinuch Atzmai schools receive their 
early training in N'shei homes in Israel. 
Special sessions were also devoted to 
the problems of organizing young girls 
in B'nos Agudath Israel groups. 

At the chinuch session, proposals were 
presented for the Bais Yaakov Seminary 
in Israel to organize a summer camp 
for girls from various parts of the world. 
It was also pointed out that the N'shei 
and B'nos organizations in Europe and 
the Americas could urgently use the 
services of B'nos leaders and Bais Yaakov 
teachers from l<;rae1. 

An entire day was devoted to a tour 
of some of the institutions for children 
sponsored by N'shei Agudath Israel in 
Israel, which left a marked impression 
upon the women who participated in 
these visits. The world congress of N'shei 
ended on an optimistic note, with ,the 
great enthusiasm indicating a renewed 
determination upon the part of all 
participants to strengthen the Agudist 
Women's Organization throughout the 
world. 

AGUDATH JSRAEL SPONSORS 
WEEKLY RADIO SERIES 

A 5-month series of weekly 
radio broadcasts was launched in 
mid-October by AguQath Israel of 
America over Station WEVD in 
New York, heard on Saturday 
nights at 9:30 P.M. The programs, 
which are sponsored by the Agud
ist Branch Presidents Council of 
Metropolitan New York, provide 
Torah-views on current Jewish 
events as well as brief talks on the 
ideals and accomplishments of the 
world movement. The series is di
rected by Mr. Joseph Friedenson. 

throughout the year 

JnJJAL mmple.te 
Df 

$535 GROUP FLIGHTS 
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this can be your bridge 
to better living 

in a last-growing 
residential community 

in New York City 

The opening of the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge joining 
Brooklyn to Staten Island, makes even .more accessible 

the growing Jewish community of Staten Island 

Fine homes and apartments within your means are available in peaceful areas with access 
to large shopping centers, branches of ma;or department stores and public transportation 

CONGREGATION AGUDATH ACHIM ANSHE CHESED 

serving the Orthodox community of Staten Island 
for over sixty years invites you to 

Jom our growing Kehilah 

• 
Yeshivas Tiferes Shmuel Ezra of Staten Island 

(The Jewish Foundation School) 
Nursery School through 8th grade 

Daily Transportation 

For information and assistance in meeting your housing needs on Staten Island write: 

CONGREGATION AGUDATH ACHIM ANSHE CHESED 
386 Jersey Street Staten Island, N. Y. 

or call: SA 7-5920 I GI 2-9445 or GI 2-9445 after 8:00 P.M. 

RABBI MORRIS ZACHARIASH, Spiritual Leader NATHAN LEVY, President 
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Subscribe to The Jewish Observer anti Get Your FREE GIFT 
TO CELEBRATE OUR 
FIRST ANNIVERSARY 
The Jeu•l.~k ()bserver ha."' JKlS.'<ed its first important mile· 
stone ... and we are in a ('elehrating mood! The fir:-:t 
vear\; existen('C of thif' nev,r publication has proven to 
~1~ - and to you -- that there is a place and a need 
for a maµ;azine .;ut·h .is ours. 1\1nerfran Je·wry "·anls and 
must. have a literary voh·e th<it discuO'r-ei;;, frankly, forth· 
rightly, and from the Torah viewpoint, vital issues of 
the Cl:iy . . . that puhlidzes news and opinions not 
3vailable elsewh.!re to American Jewish readers. 

Publi(' response has been heart-warminii: ... hut 
continued support is needed. We need every po!<sible 
s~bscription - your own, your friend.:'', .ii:ift su~scrir!; 
tlons, etc. - so th~1t 'We n1ay bnng the vo1<'e of 'I orah 
to ever-widening drcles of the Jewish puhli('. 

To attrart ne'\' subscribers, we are offerinii:, FREE, 
a potket-edition of ... 

THE NEW JERUSALEM TENACH 
A publishing event of histori<: signifieant'e! For the 
first time in centuries, a completely new printing of the 

The Jewish Observer s Beekman Street 

Ti~nach --- the Holy S1·riptnref". - 11a.<> Ileen produced 
in the Holy Land. Carefully researl'hed to l'orre('t dis· 
tortions that havE~ crept into Hebrew printing over the 
centuries, and utilizing the latest findings on readability 
und clarity, ·with >'tritt adherent·e to the l\.1asoretic re· 
f!Hirements, the Koren type-fa<"e and setting bids fair 
to heroine a <·lassie to he emulated for authenticity and 
~leauty. 

The pocket-size edition, ·with durable flexible <"overs 
dcs]ii:ned for 1ong \vear, ('Ombines t11e standards. of 
excellen('e of the Koren Tenach with extra features of 
f'onvenience and practi('ality. No\v, indeed. a person 
can fulfill the dictum not to ·walk four cubits without 
Torah! 

This valuable addition t.o every man's lihrarv is 
priced to sell at $2.9S a f'Opy. Thi"" verv same K.oren 
'fenneh is yours FREE with every subscription you 
send to The Jewish Observer! 

DO IT TODAY! 
Our supply is limited. As long as they last ,.,,.e "'·ill 

honor these special First Anniversary Subsf'ription 
Orders. So fill out the coupon helow and mail it 
TODAY! 

New York, N. Y. 10038 

Plea~e send... . ...... .1-year suhsl'riptions to "The Jewish Observer," @ $5.00 per suhs<'ription, to the addresses 
listed helo"\ for which I enclose $ ... 

SPnd subscription to: Send Koren Tenach to: 

:Name... Name ... 
Address..... Address .... 

Name ... 
Address ...... 

Name ... 
Address ..... 

(For additionnl listings, on your own paper, please folio\\. the format above.) 


